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Agricultural Contests for Boys and

AMONG THE FABMER8.

The boja and girl· of the state of
Maine between the ages of ten and eighteen, are invited to enter an agricultural
contest which Is to be conducted in co»
on
practical agricultural topi<
corrcspondenee
operation with the Extension Departt- solicited. Address all communications
ment of the University of Maloe College
vended for Ihla department to Hmr Ο
Half Lined Burlap Stable Blanket, $1.00
Ηλμκο*ι>, Agricultural Editor Oxford Τ>«π of Agriculture. In order that this oonocrât. Parla, Me.
test may be carried on with united efGreen or Brown K<r«ey Blanket,
91.15
forts, a limited number of Boys' and
Full Lined Burlap Blanket,
91 25
Girls' Clubs will be organised in differFull Kersey Lined Burlap Blanket, 91 35
"Bread from Stones."
en' parts of the state.
The subject of soil fertility or bow to
Full Lined Kersey Blanket, with
To aid in successfully completing all
wide girths,
$1 50 keep and make a soil profitably produc- arrangements connected with the work,
Wide Trimmed Kersey Blauket,
91 50 tive are quest Iods that are always inter- tbe sctive cooperation of men and womesting and valuable. There le scarcely en in different localities is desired. For
Wide Trimmed Bias Girth Blanket, 91 75
any farmer who does not desire to know best results it would probably be desir
Wide Trimmed Fit-Rîte Blanket,
91.75 how to make his soil yield a greater re- able to have a male teacher or school
Best Leg Surcingle Blanket,
?1 75 turn.
superintendent in charge of a Local Boys'
Dr. C. G. Hopkins has for many years Potato Club and a woman in charge of
Chase's All-Over Blanket,
9175
been studying the soil and to determine the Local Girls' Canning Club.
a few of the many principles which will make for a profitaThe*e are
DIVISIONS OF LOCAL· CLUBS
He re·
ble and permanent agriculture.
For convenience in organizing, raising
styles of Blankets at the
ceutly wrote Hoards' Dairyman as fol- the
crop, and holding Exhibits, tbe boys
lows:
vf tbe state will be separated into two
"On 'Poorland Farm' we produce for divisions.
the market wheat, some corn, cjwpea or
Division Oue:
Boys between ages
em bean seed, clover
seed, cows, hogs fourteen and eighteen, January first,
tin! horses,and a number of miuor prodwho
are
students
in a High School
1914,
We include pastures in our rota- where
ucts.
is taught.
agriculture
like
to
have abuntion cystem, aud we
Division Two: All boys between ages
Proprietor,
dance of pasture and actually do plow ten and
eight ten, January first, 1914,
clover.
under considerable
who are not included in Division One.
MAIN
land
all
mato
the
return
t<>
"We try
91
STATE ASSOCIATION
nure produced on the farm so far as
All the members of both boys' and
are returncornstalks
The
practicable.
ed directly. and the straw either direct- girls' clubs who complete a crop during
the season of 1914, will be voting memly or in manure. In harvesting the
a State Association of Bo\s' and
grain crops we plan to leave the stubble bers of
Girls' Agricultural Clubs which will
in
thus
harvesta«
as
looa
possible;
just
hold its annual meetings at the College
mi; the 1913 wbeat crop wo bad the
At the first meeting of
b nder set to the highest possible limit. of Agriculture.
will
"In the rotation as now practised we this State Association a constitution
officers
bave legumes growing on the land in be adopted and tbe necessary
normal season on five fields out of six, chosen by the young people.
CONTESTS
including, of curse, the young clover
growing with the nurse crop, aod in adDivision One, Boys' Potato Club:
at
in
the
corn
the
dition we >ow legumes
Uuder the supervision of the Local LeadSee that the Hub-Mark is on the
tune of tl>e last cultivation wben condi- er
(In this case the Local Leader Is prefrubber before you buy. It is your
favorable."
are
tions
erably the Agricultural Instructor of
insurance of Standard First Quality
In Circular So. 108 of the Illinois Ex· the
High School), each member of a club
Rubber F oo t wear for every purpose
from Stones, will raise mie-half acre of some
μ« r: ment Station, Bread
variety
SOLD BY
Dr. llopkius further de-cribes the meth
of white potatoes upon a plat of ground
■•is lie has used in buildiug up un aban- of his owu si-lection, and will be requirdoned farm :
ed to furni-h t >e seed necessary.
MARK ALLEN, Bryant's Pond
In November 1003, I purchased a farm
Division Two, Boys' Potato Club:
a
of
less
than
cost
at
in Southern Illinois
Members of clubs in this division will
L. J. PENLEY, Weet Paris
about
400
li'O an acre. It comprised
Bach grow one-eighth acre of some varie38-a
acres of poor gray prairie land (the comty of white potatoes under tbe superviin
about
soil
of
twenty
monest type
sion of the Local Leader; other requirea
and
of
the
that
:u
state)
c »uoties
part
ments same as for Division One.
few acres of timber laud.
Girls' Cauning Club: Each member
Farm"
"Poorland
was
christened
It
at this club will grow one-tenth acre of
its
knew
of
wii
impoverished
others
by
itrmgbeans (a special variety will be ancondition, and I finally adopted this as nounced later) uuder tbe guidance of tbe
t tie farm name.
Local Club Leader. Where it is deemed
•λ.λ
λ λ
Λ-U
» U
Farm Wagons,
»ν»ν
L U ΐαχυ α
idvisabie a home canning outfit can be
beaod
of wheat;
• iuced 1320 busbele
purchased by a club for the use of its
Carts,
cause of numerous requests fur informamembers—costing about $10—and some
has
that
treatment
the
tion regarding
it the yoduct preserved, either for home
Horse Shoeing
isia
circular
this
the
been given
land,
ise ic winter, or sold to some merchant.
was
acres
This
and
sued.
particular fort;
EXHIBITS
bought at $15 an acre. It had been
There will be two kinds or annual exagriculturally abandoned for five years
prior to 1904, and was covered with a hibits, Local and State.a
Local Exhibit*: lo
vicinity where
scant growth of red sorrel, poverty
there in both a Potato, and Canning
South Paris, Maine.
crass aud weeds.
During the ten years, this field has Club, the Local Leaders can unite their
been cropped with a six-year rotation in- ififortsand hold an exhibition in «central
PARKER'S
seacluding one year each of corn, oats (or location. Here the products Of (be
HAIR BALSAM
Clfatim uni bwitir.ea the hate
and wheat, and three years of son's industry may be exhibited in comcowpeas),
loraritul frowth.
1'romoM·
If any canning
meadow and pasture with clover and petition for prizes.
Ke*rr Tmj'.· to R«*tor« Or*jH
Bur to it· Youthful Color.
•fork bax been done by the girls, a demtimothy.
l*r*Yv:its buir
A fairly good stand of volunteer clover onstration in canning beans may be
a
43-ki
appeared with the oats in 1911 and this given at this time, together with com«as allowed to produce a crop of clover
petitive exhibit of canned products. An
hay in 1912, wheat being seeded in the interesting and instructive program
fall of that year for the 1913 crop men- «hould be arranged to be given at the
time of this exhibit, one feature of
tioned above.
esDuring the ten years about four tons which oh iu'd be the reading of the
and two | iays by the boys and girls, "How I Made
per acre of grouud limestone
rock
ind Marketed My Crop."
tous per acre of fine ground raw
Prisses : The initiative in awarding of
AND
phosphate have been applied to 37 acres
have1
Two applications
ot this field.
prizes, etc., for Local Exhibits, will be
been made of each material; the phos- eft largely to the Local Leaders, but any
will be gladly given
phate was plowed down for the corn information desired,
and the lime- : in request to the State Leader.
crops of 1904 and 1910,
State Exhibit: The exhibits of the
stone was applied in the fall and winter
and after the ground was ! winner* of the first two prizes at each
of 1904-5
{ Local Exhibition, will be transported
plowed for wheat in the fall of 1912.
The entire 40 acre field was covered free of charge to the College of AgriculSecond hand Pianos and Organs witii one uniform application of Rix ture for a State Exhibit which will be
lieldatthe same time of the annual
acre of farm manure with a 50
Two square loads per
for sale at a bargain.
meeting of the State Association of
bushel spreader.
A six-rod strip entirely across the Boy»' and Girls' Agricultural Clubs.
pianos I will sell al low price. A
In awarding prizes in both Local and
received the same applivalot of second hand organs that I will field (80 tods) aud the same rotation of j Stale Exhibits, the skill of the contesttion of manure
j
Come in and crops as the remaining 37 acres, but no ints will be judged by the following
sell at any old
and
11ASI8 OF AWA&1>
phosphate was applied to this strip,
see them.
no limestone was applied to it until the
fall of 1912, when the regular applicaNew Pianos, Stools, Scarfs, tion (about two tons per acre) was ap- Method of Marketing
10
δ
of Field at Clone of Season
pled to one-half (three rod»·) of the six- Jon'lUlon
Instruction Books, Player
"
1
and
Marketed
How
Made
on
UeAt Ktnay
rod strip.
20
My
Crop"
at
in
stock
nos always
prices
Ouly 39 acres of this field was seeded
100
Total
to wheat in the fall of 1912, a lane hav-,
that are right.
and the
mg been fenced off un one side;
EXPLANATION OF BASIS OF AWARD
1320 bushels were produced on the 39
Send for catalog.
Eacb contestant in the Boys'
acres.
| Yield:
Potato Club will have two disinterested
The actual yields were as follows:
the product of his plat of
1 1-2 acres with farm manure alone persons weigh
and sign their names to a blank
acre.
ground
bushels
11
1-2
per
produced
wliich will be furnished him, testifying
112 acres with farm manure aod the
of bushels of marketable
Billings' Block, South Paris. ono application of grouad limestone pr >- Lo the number
potatoes raised on the plat. For the
duced 15 bushels per acre.
thus reported a standard «core
60 YEARS'
30 acres with farm manure aud two t>fst yield
>f twenty-five points will be allowed.
EXPERIENCE
applications of ground limestone and two
Protit: Each boy will be required to
of tine-ground phosphate produced 35 1 2
keep a strict account of every article of
bushels per acre.
that goes into producing the crop,
The cost of two tons of limestone de- ;oMt
the entire amount received for the
livered at my railroad station is $2 25, ind
turvested
product. He will report this
and raw rock phosphate has averaged
a special blank which will be sent
about Sti 75 per ton, making ?9 per acre jpon
nim and bave it witnessed by two rethe cost for each six years. To Ibis
Trade Marks
not members of
Designs
must be added the expense of hauliug ipon«ible individuals,
The score
he boy's immediate family.
Copyrights Ac.
theoe materials two miles from the stato the profit shown.
Λ η rone sending a «ketch and description may
and spreading them on the land, Kill be according
tion
an
whether
free
our
opinion
Illicitly ascertain
Kxbibit: Ev ry member of the Boys'
which 1 estimate at 50 cente per tou. i
iiTfntlon is probably putentable. Commnnlca·
make an individual ex·
HANDBOOK on Patent·
'■Γηβ strici !y «oitfideiitlal. for
This makes the average annual cost f 1 75 Potato C ub will
securing patenta.
•nt free, oldest agency
ubit of tm po atoes at his Local Show,
acre for the limestone and phos:'at οι its taken through Munn & Co. receive
per
In
the
hese to bo subject to conditions of State
rcitU nutiet, without chnrKO.
phate spread on the field, aod this aver- Exhibit.
in the inTbey will be jadged according
age annual investment resulted
<
;o a i-cre card and given 'he points that
crease of 24 bushels of wheat per acre in
I-anreet dr
V handsomely llluslrn'ed weekly.
merit.
bev
1913.
ilatlon of any sctentlttc tournai. Term·. S3 a
Method of Marketing: In order to
Tk"" «» ">■·
that thn nrnvious an'ear : four months, ft- ik/kl by all newsdealer*.
encourage boys to use their own means
361Bro.dw.y.
plication· of these two oalural stones j.1 >f
turning their crop into money, a
Branch Offli-e. «6 Y Ht.. Washington. D. C
brought about the production in 1013 of itamlard
score of ten pointe will be al864 bushels of wheat, sufficient to fur-'ι
for the best method repotted.
nish a year's supply of bread for more owed
Condition of Field at Close of Season:
No high-priced
than a hundred people.
rhe Local Leader will make a visit lo
or artificial commercial fertilizers are
.be plat of each contestant just before
used on this farm.
1 he potatoes are harvested, to note the
As a rule, the check strips across each
of grass or weeds that bave been
imount
ι
of the six 40-acre fields in the rotation
The plat* that are
l illowed to remain.
are not harvested separately from the
The limestone and I ound to be free from both, will be given
rest of the field·.
the Basis of
score of Ave pointa In
phosphate have produced even more A Barri
You get it wbeo you feed
marked difference· in clover than In
Description of Production Méthode:
wheat; and and where the first applicathe details in
tion of limestone was made to the 3 rod Κ. written history, giving
and selling the crop, will be
check strip, as well as to the 37 acres re- making
with a perfect score of twenty
ceiving rock phosphate, the superiority iudged
For Division One—Boya—an
of the phosphate and limestone together point·.
alone has been jssay will be required of not leas than
over the the limestone
ive hundred words. The papers from
exceedingly marked on both clover and
nembers of clubs in Division Two will
wheat; and of course the wheat and oth:onsist of not less than three hundred
er grain crops are benefited not only by
the limestone and phosphate but also by word·.
"The Eggs Pay for It"
STATE PB1ZK8
the previous increased growth of clover
well-treated land, especially
00 the
The awarding of prixea at the annual
under.
or
Insist oo the Brand
where tkie is pastured
plowed
State Exhibit, will be acoording to the
Poorland Farm i· in no sense an exper- Following classes:
iment station, and neither is it a "show"
Diviaions one and two—Boy·. Exfarm. It la operated solely from the hibit* will be judged and prizes offered
economic standpoint, and with tbe fall ■eparately. Otherwise the tame condiunderstanding from the beginning that tion· will hold in both divialon·.
Class A. Three useful prizes will be
general farming la not a highly profitable
business, and that it is highly unprofit- offered of value· $10,17, and IS, respecthand
other
able on poor land. On the
Ively, for highest number of pointa in
PORTLAND, MAINE
it la equally well known that intelligent Basis of Award.
Taod
oo
soil improvement
Class B. Three price· will be offered
Por Sale by H. E. GIBSON, Norway permanent be or will be farmed is both
that must
under similar condition· aa in clau A,
40-50
inmost
A. C. MAXIM. South Paria, Me.
profitable
tbe safest and tbe
for hlgheat yield of marketable potatoes
vestment open to farmer and land owner. reported.
methtbe
and
difficulties
B*t both tbe
Glass C. Three prlzea for beat exhibit
ods of building up run-down soil have of ten potatoes.
tbe
writer,
discussed
by
been repeatedly
Claaa D. Three prlzea for beat writin public addressee and in published ar- ten deaoription of "Bow the Crop waa
ticles, bulletins and books, and there is Made and Marketed."
no necessity of repeating them here.
Beaidea the four cfaaaea of prizea menPoorland Farm is usually Inspected tioned above, Sweepstakes prisés conbcrssset the quantity and
stueach year by my class of University
sisting of all the neoessary expense· of a
quality of her milk and
dents in aoll fertility, about one hun- trip to Orono for the Annual Meeting of
wheat
of
give· strength to bear the
fields
the
dred of whom saw
the State Aiaooiation, will be given
•train of nursing.
and clover in June, 1913. It Is for tbe to the three peraons who win the greatto
desire
who
aa
suoh
the··,
of
benefit
est number of pointa in the State ExhibFOR THE
know the truth regarding economic sys- it. The winners of theae prlzea will be
the
Imperial Granum ishard
of permanent soil improvement, as follows:
tem·
food that gives
that this brief statement is published.
One boy In Divialon One, Boya' Potato
1
firm flesh, good bone
The farm is a purely private enterprise Club.
and rich rod blood.
I operated by Hopkins Brothers; and,
One boy in Divialon Two, Boya* PotaI while interested visitors are welcome, to Clnb,
Send for FREE tampU
"TU
tbe
traio
and 44 p* book.
One girl in the Girls' Canning Club.
they are not Invited, not met at
"
<
with automobiles, and are not entertainFor further information concerning
Cane/Eh*1f
this
R.
advertise
It.
to
T.Q>
ed. There is no desire
Boya* and Qirla* Agricultural Club Work
JOM CAUI ft SORS. Μ »
ι farm, but, on tbe other band, any light address F. H. Blokford, State Leader,
it abed· need not be hidden*
Orono, Maine.

just
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gtvi"
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The Americans
In Panama
Story of the Panama Canal
From Start to Finish

By WILLIAM R. SCOTT
by the Sutler Publishing company, 801 Fifth avenu·,
New Tork city.

Published

Copyright.

1912 and ltUL
R. Boott

by William

Cristobal will be the principal cities,
though at (Jatun and Pedro Miguel
forces to oj>erate the locks will be
housed.
President Taft signed on Aug. 24,
1012. a bill for the permanent government and operation of the canal.

Colonel Goethals' ideas were followed
almost to the letter in drawing this
The president is authorized as
bill.
soon as tbfc canal is sufficiently near
completion to abolish the present com
mission and to appoint a governor for
a term of four years at a salary of $10,·
In time of war the
000 per annum.
president may substitute an army ofSalaries and
ficer for this governor.
wages are uot to be more than 25 per
cent greater than in the United States,

perquisites

now en-

to be eliminated. The canal zone will be open to
ouly such iHirsons as the governor may
admit, American coastwise ships are
exempted from paying tolls for pasare

sage, foreign built ships owned by
Americans

may

register

proper position.

is raised

1004, and in 1011 tbe Tenth infantry
wns added to the permanent garrison,
which will be further augmented by
The soldiers will
several regiments.
police the canal zone after construcBalboa and
tion work Is finished.

and many of the

the ship rlees with the water.
Fifteen minutes after entering the
lock the ship has risen with the water
for twenty-seven and one-half feet,
the full capacity for filling the lock
should be used the ship would rise
that height in eight minutes. Another
set of gates swing open in front of
the ship, and the locomotives tow It
into the second lock, a concrete cham-

uuuur

to the cables and out on the cables to
given point, where they were lowered and the concrete dumped Into the

a

this chamber begins to rise, being supplied through holes in the bottom, an

gins

the cunai is compietea toe
beautiful towns along the route will
be abandoned. Gorgona, Baa Obispo,
Las Cascadas, Empire, Culebrn and
A permanent
Paraiso will be rased.
camp for the army will be located on
the east side of the canal, across the
Macut from the town of Culebra.
rines have been In the caçal rone since

Joyed by the employees

To gel rne concrete mio piace u»u.
cableways suspended across the lock
site on towers eighty-five feet high
were Installed.
Electrically operated
care brought the concrete to these
towers, where great buckets were filled. These buckets then were run up

After the floors of the locks hnd been
laid the walls were built In the usual
manner of erecting steel forms, which
were removed when the concrete had
hardened. At Gatun the walls of the

locks were built in sections thlrty-slx
feet long and Joined together, on the
idea that such construction would have
less tendency to settle and crack than
If it were built In one solid, continuous
wall. This may be appreciated when It
Is understood that at Gatun the looks

ber of the same dimensions. The gates
having closed behind, this chamber b*
filling with water until the ship

[continued.]

When

As If by magic, the gates swing open,
and an electric locomotive, which has
run out on a guide wall and fastened
to the ship, tows it into the first lock.
The gates swing together, and the ship
Is imprisoned In a chamber 1.000 feet
long and 110 feet wide and built of
concrete. In a moment the water in

iuC

American Aug, ships owned by rnllruads cannot pass through the canal,
the Interstate commerce commission la

of
given jjower to determine questions
and the present Judiciary
system Is continued with right of ap
peal to the federal courts in the United
In addition, the government
States.
and
may sell ships' supplies and coal

eoujjKitition.

facilities for repairing vessels
at the caual terminals.
At the close of the fiscal year ended
June 30. 1913, Colonel Goethals could
look forward to one year more of the
arduous labor and heavy responsibility
be has borne before the big Job would

provide

Invoicing conditions
be In the clear.
at that date, we find that tbe great
con
Uatun dam was completed; the
crete work In the locks and spillway
was about 1)9 per cent completed; tht
Culebru cut was approximately 9(1 per
cent completed; the relocated Panam?,
railroad was tlulsbed, and the work of
establishing permanent shipping facil-

ities at Balboa and Cristobal was un
dcr way.
Owing to fresh slides in the Culebra
cut and to changes in plans In the Pacific division a new estimate of the total excavatlou for the completed canal
and accessory plant became necessary
at the beginning of the last complete
year of canal construction, Jan. 1,1912.
to I)ec. 30, 1913. The revised estlmute
then placed the excavation at 218.138.
299 cubic yards, of which amount 202,901,000 cubic yards had been removed
at the end of July, 1913, leaving to be

again

form a coucrete wall about 3,500 feet
or considerably more than half a
mile. The usable part of each lock Is
1,000 feet long, and there are three In

for twenty-seven and

long,

of gates
one-half feet A third
the
open, and the ship is towed into
final lock, where the operation is repented with a rise of thirty feet, or
a total lift for the three locks of
When the gates In
feet

set^

flight.

In each of the outside walls and In
the center wall tunnels eighteen feet
In diameter were constructed for use
In filling and emptying the locks with
water during the processes of raising
Smaller tunnels
and lowering ships.

eighty-five
front swing open the ship steams ou
into the Gatun lake. The time spent
in climbing eighty-five feet was an

hour and a half.
For sixteen miles through this lake
the ship steams in a channel 1.000 feet
wide, for four miles in a channel 900
feet wide and for three miles In a

channel 500 feet wide,

or

out from these main longitudinal
tunnels, under the floors of the looks,
with openings through which the water
Is turned Into or withdrawn from the
lock chamber by gravitation. Valves
run

twenty-three

famous,

tnlles lu all. Then It enters the
Culebra cut. which is 300 feet wide
through the continental mountain diAt the end
vide and nine miles long.
of the cut is the Pedro Miguel lock,
thirty-two miles from Gatun.
After entering this lock, which es-

iuv

vm.

v

j—

neer.

As Admiral Schley said of the con
troversy over the battle of Santiago.
"There Is honor enough for us all," so
with regard to the Panama canal
Colonel Goethals. as the star of the
Inst six venrs. pets the curtain calls,
but Messrs. Stevens and Wallace, too.
did their parts well. And the whole
the
company of Americans, composing
chorus or supernumeraries, have contributed vitally to the success of tho
After all, it Is no one man, but

play.

the spirit of Americanism, Indomitable
and trtumphunt. that we admire In
Panama.

CHAPTER XI.
Wonderful Looks and Dams.
elevator system for ships is be.
ing installed at Panama at a
cost of $58,000,000. These elei
vators, known aa locks, will
raise ships to and lower them from the
groat artificial inland lake which le
eighty-fire feet above sea level.
There are six locks on the Atlantic
aide and six on the Pacific aide, at
•ach end of the Gatun lake.
A ship arriving at Colon from New
enYork, on its way to San-Francisco,

AS

tera the sea level channel ta Umpn
miles
bay and steama for seven
through the canal, which la 600 feet
wide und forty-one feet deep, to Gatun.
Here its way la barred by a massive
steel
pile of masonry with impressive
feet
gates, and towering eighty-five
above the ehlp is the surface of the

To the west of the ship
made mountain, the
Gatun dam, which holds the lake in
bounds. The problem la to lift the
Gatun lake.
runs

the

man

Jill,

break in the uiountuins at

Engineers logically considered

was the point at which a dam
should be thrown across the Chagres
Two valleys were formed at
river.
Gatun by a hill which rose in the
center to an elevation of 110 feet, and
the dam that was designed runs from
the Gatuu locks to this hill and from
this hill to the mountains, α total distance of 7.500 feet or α mile and α

that this

half.

one

hour.

The Gatun lake is
the hills by the dam
width of more than
the widest point and

backed up among
until It reaches a
twenty miles at
a length between

Gatun und Pedro Miguel of thirty-two
miles.
It will be broken by many
small islands and stretches of high
lands and is narrowest in the Culebru
cut, where for nine miles the width is
800 feet. From Gutuu to the entrance
of the cut, α distance of twenty-three
miles, lighthouses are stationed at com-

manding points to guide ships

at

nk'ht

The first concrete for the Pacific side
was
laid at Pedro Miguel on
locks
at
Gatun.
the
of
process
the
after the beThe water in the concrete chamber be- Sept. 1. 1009. seven days
It
of operations at Gatun.
pins falling, taking the ship down w 1th ; ginning
coucrete
When it has fallen thirty feet the was In February, 1010, that
ir
work was started in the two locks at
gates in front open and the ship goes ,
For all twelve locks 4,480.·
out into another artificial lake, a mile IHraflores.
concrete were reand a half long, at the end of which ©00 cubic yards of
These two quired.
are the Mirafiores locks.
For the three locks at Gatun 2.000,·
locks lower the ship twenty-seven and
000 cubic yards of concrete were requira half feet each, or a total for the three
ed, for the one lock at Pedro Miguel
locks of eighty-five feet, which was the
021.000 cubic yards and for the two
other
on
the
raised
was
the
ship
height
locks at Mlraflores 1.50-1.000 cubic
The ship then steams through
Ride.
A contract was awarded for
yards.
to
miles
seven
for
a sea level channel
4,500.000 barrels of cement, with the
the Taclfic. having made the whole
15
At- privilege of increasing this order by
journey from deep water in the
cent, and In 1012 another 1.000,000
lantic to deep water in the Pacific, per
barrela were bought to complete the
fifty miles, in ten hours.
At both ends the locks are built in raimL
reverse

pairs

in

or

twins,

opposite

so

that

directions

ships going
may

All twelve locks were half done as
the concrete work about May
1, 1911. The best month'4 record for
laying concrete was made In April.
1012, in the Pacific division, ivhen 1)7,735 cubic yards were laid. The concrete Is nil of re-enforced construction,
and an unusual feature has been the
placing of rocks weighing many tons
throughout the walls. The lock walls
at Pedro Miguel were not built In sec-

pass

regards

through them simultaneously. A wall
pixty feet thick separatee the locks,

and if one set should become disabled
the adjoining set still would be availThe time required
able for passage.
for a ship to mount the three locks on
one side and descend the three locks on
the other side Is three hours.
On the Atlantic side the locks at

Gatun are connected and constitute j tions, as at Gatun, but as one solid
On the piece of masonry more than 1.000 feet
one solid piece of masonry.
(
At Mlraflores the two looks were
Pacific side the lock at Pedro
| long.
at
Mllocks
Is separated from the two
built In sections, as at Gatun.
raflores by a small lake a mile and a
Tho gates for the locks were conThis lake, like the great tracted for. In 1010. to cost $5.374,half long.
Their construction and erecGatun lake, is formed by damming ri\
474.82.
ors
A dam at the Pedro Miguel look, tion are by the McCllntlc-Marsball Conh-hlch is the first lock encountered going toward the Pacific, holds the waters of Gatun lake from spilling down
the Pacific slope.
Chief Engineer Stevens began tut
excavations in the Gatun and Pedro
Miguel lock sites in 1006 shortly after
the decision was made for a look typo
canal, but most of the excavation and
nil of the concrete laying hnve been

struction company of Pittsburgh, under the Inspection of the commission

ENTRANCE TO

MIBAlfLOHES LOCK.

will run.
At the right Is shown the track on which the towlnu locomotive»
locks
These locomotive», operated by electricity, will tow vessels through the
As the Chagres river every year «Us
charges enough water to till the lake,
acme means of disposing of the surplus water bad to be provided. The
plan adopted allied for a spillway to
be constructed In this hill, alxmt third
way in the dam site. This spillway Is
of concrete, requiring 225,000 cubicyards to complete. On July 1, 1013, It

than US per cent completed.
The floor of the spillway Is ten feet
above sea level and 300 feet wide
through tl* Idll, which Involved excavation through rock for a depth of
100 feet at the highest point of the
A concrete dam was built on
hill.
this floor to a height of sixty-nine feet
above sea level and In shape like a
was more

On top of the concrete
semicircle.
dam piers were built with an arrangeThese steel
ment for steel Kates
gates will be electrically operated and
regulate the flow of water out of the
lake. As much as 140.000 cubic feet of

This concern lu 1013 had more than
8,000 men at work and was rushing
the construction to meet the dates
agreed upon for their completion. Pilier the contract this company has until
water per second may escape through
Jan. 1. 1914. to finish the work. On
the spillway when the gates ore cpen
of
5S.000
total
of
a
out
July 1, 1913.
There will not be a complete loss of
tons of steel required in all the gates,'
this water, as on tho east side of the
■plllway a power plant of the hydro
electric tyj»e will be operated. A drop
of seventy-flve feet by the water will

opemte turbine engines, which In turn
will operate the electric machinery that
will generate all the power and Illuminating current needed from one end of
the canal to the other. But an additional [lower plant will be maintained
The
at Mlraflores for emergencies
will
power to operate the lock ga(es
come from the spillway plant.
The Gatun dam is so stupendous that
It almost seems to Ih» a continuation of
the hills that Inclose the lake. It in

fact docs complete the natural mountain chains that form the barriers of
the Chagres river. It Is 10Γ» feet high,
or twenty feet above the ordinary level
of the lake at elgbty-flve feet eleva
The plan of construction has
tion.
been to build parallel mounds for the
mile and a half. 1.2(H) feet apart, He
tween these mounds, built of rock and

earth, a core for the dam has been constructed by pumping mud and sand

from the bed «if (Miflgres river. About
20 [>er cent of the material pumped Is
liolid matter, nnd when It has deposited
the water is pumped off. This operation has been repeated until an Impervious heart has been made In the dam.
Even if wat -r from the lake penetrated

elghty-flve feet
Colonel Goethals Is Indeed a great
administrator. Even If the employees
have had soft conditions of employment It is an achievement to Impress

than the statement that In five months
In the canal zone be never heard any
one speak slurringly of the chief engi-

through

Gatun.

a

could be used until tbe lake falls to
about eighty-two feet, or five feet over
In an average
the l&i square miles.
dry season this would permit flftyelght complete transits of the canal
every twenty-four hours If the full
1,000 foot capacity of the locks were
used or more than the period would allow If vessels followed at intervals of

level channel.

sentially Is the same as the ones on
the Atlantic side, the ship goes through

«

higher

eighty feet deep.
The natural topography of the isthmus at Pennine permitted the Chagros
river to escape Into the Caribbean sen

for two feet to elevation 87 over an
This water
of KM square miles.

areu

of

Gutun lake was stationary at about
of
fifty feet but with the beginning
tin· rainy spawn In May It begaη to
rise and will be allowed to rise to
eighty feet, and this would back the
water up by October, 1013, to α depth
through the Culebra cut to permit the
The
passage of some kind of ship.
ultimate level of the lake will be

35.000 men with a faith both In youi
eu pu city as an engineer and your sense
of Justice. Tills writer knows of no
tribute that can be paid to him

gineer of a ship could result. The
tracks for these locomotives are on
each side wall of the locks, and two
will fasten to the rear and two to the
front of a ship to effect a passage. If
all twelve locks were Joined end to
end they would make a canyon nearly
three miles long. 110 feet wide and

the
the water. The water for
operating the locks starts from the
Gatun lake and flows through the tunnels down grade through the three locks
until It Anally Is used In tho lowest
lock, when It Is spilled Into the sea
flow

cavated outside of the canal proper or
In the sites for the coaling statiou.
drydocks and terminal at Balboa, so
that the actual canal channel substantially will be finished before the passage of the first ship.
lug

rushing water.
It is to prevent such accidents that
the plan of towing vessels through tho
locks with electric locomotives was
adopted, as then no misunderstanding
of signals from the captain to the en-

months of raluy season. uu<l tu the dry
of four months enough water
will huve been stored lu the lake by
means of the regulating works In the
Gatun dam spillway to allow for all
losses through evaporation, seepage,
power consumption and loss through
the looks. Durlug the wet season the
lake will be raised from elevation 85

season

operated by electricity regulate

excavated for the completed caual 15,325.948 cubic yards. The canal organization cannot remove the uncompleted
schedportion before tbe first ship Is
uled to pass through the canal In October. 1913, but of the amount left
more than 8.000.000 yards are to be ex-

L/UI

against this contingency Dy timIn readiness emergency dums.
which would be swung out over the
lock and forced down through the In

made

ing

ΙΠΙ1 OUlNltlt»

CUCARACHA SLIDE IN CULEBRA CUT, INVOLVING FORTY-SEVEN
ACRES.

The elide at Cucaracha, near the town of Culebra, involves forty-seven
Culebra cut Tbe
and Is the most troublesome of the numerous slides In
In Spanish
French noted this earth movement as far back as 1884. Cucaracha

acres

means

cockroach.

done under Colonel Gocthals. It was
to remove about 5,000,000
cubic yards of rock and eartb from
the site of the three locks at Gatun to
prepare a foundation for the tremendously heavy structure. Careful borings had been made to ascertain if a
suitable foundation could be found

there.
On Aug. 24, 1000, the drat coucrete
Rock
was laid In the Gatun lock site.
of a desirable kind for use In making
the concrete us well as sand could not
be found In the canal zone, and experiments along the coast showed that at
Porto Bello, twenty tulles east of
Colon, good rock could be quarried,
and sand was discovered in suitable
quantitie» and quality at Nombre de
Dlos, forty miles east of Colon. These
are the oldest on the isthtwo
mus.

places

Hock crushing began at Porto Delio
March 2. 1000. If all the rock and
sand removed from Porto Bello and
Nombre de I)los we^e placed In berges
separated by the usual distances In a
tow they would reucb from Colon to
New Orleans, or 1,000 miles. This material was towed to Colon and thence
through the old French canal to
on

tons had been erected, or 04 per
Occent, leaving to be erected before
Ih
tober. 1013. when the tiret ship
scheduled to go through, 4,000 tons,
There ure forty-sir gutes lu all
twelve locks. with two leaves to the
gate or ninety-two leaves. The gates
to eighty-one feet
from

β£θΟΟ

necessary

j

ore

forty-seven

high, are seven feet thick and weigh
from 300 to 000 tons each leaf. They
with Interior cells,
are constructed
which ot the bottom will be air chain

bers to assist lu their manipulation,
and at the top water chambers to lurises
crease their weight as the water
In the locks. The sheathing Is with
steel plates riveted on heavy girders.
These gates will bo opened and shut
the eutrance or egress of
to

permit
ships by electrical apparatus.

Âs 05 per cent of the vessels In the
world are less than G00 feet long it
would be α great waste of water and
timo to use the full 1,000 foot lock In

each passage. So Intermediate gates
being constructed which will permit the use of only 400 or 000 feet, as
are

the particular vessel may require.
There are recesses. in the lock walls
which allow the gates to be opened
and still leave α clear width of 110
feet At the entrance of the locks a
chain, with links three Inches In diameter, stretches from one side to the
other to stop vessels which might uot
first
obey the signals. In case the
should be rammed and broken

Gatun. Here it was unloaded by ma·
chlnery and stored conveniently for
the concrete mixing plant.
All the machinery and equipment for
building the locks were designed on a
scale commensurate with the unpreceEight gates
dented size of the structures.
a second set of gates especially progiant mixers were fed with rock, sand
for emergencies have been con·,
and cemeut by care operated by elec- vided
etructed behind the first set If both
coming
finished
the
product
tricity,
of gates should be demolished the
from each of tbe mixers at the rate of sets
would rush through with a fearwater
for
each
complete
sixty-four cubic feet
velocity, buj provision has been

operation.

ful
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the first «hip.
On the Pacific side the first dam to
be encountered Is at Pedro Miguel and
serves to hold the waters of Gatun
It Is 1.4(H)
lake ut its southern end.
feet long and forty feet wide at the
top. The maximum height of the water
against this dam will be forty feet
The plan of construction Is much the

same as at Gatun, but only 1,000,000
cubic yards will be required.
After a ship is lowered thirty feet
by the Pedro Miguel lock it finds it-

self In an artificial lake a mile and α
half long. This lake Is formed by two
dams, tho one to the west being 2.300
feet long and forty feet wide at the
top, 'holding a maximum head of water of forty feet. It Is constructed with
a hydraulic core like the Gatun dam.
On the east a concrete dam 500 fret

long nnd provided with a spillway, as
at Gatun. and capable of discharging
7,000 cubic feet of water per secoid
will hold the small lake in control
The Cocoli river Is the principal fetder of tlds lake.
Records kept by the Preuch and by
the Americans since 1004 show cou
clusively that enough water always
will Ιφ available to keep the Gatun
lake nnd the tiny Mlrafiores lake ade
supplied with water. No trou
bio at ull

can

develop during

10,425.202 cubic yards.
The navy department has selected

the ei^ht

a

site near San I'ablo. about twenty
inlles Inland from the Atlantic and
on the east side of Uatun lake, for a
high power wireless station. It Is to
be at an e!evnt!.>n of 110 feet above
the level of the lake and capable of

a message for .1000 miles, to
Washington or to a similar station on
the Calif· rnln coast
If the urent (îritnn dam should br.nk
the water in the lake might sweep «lev
nstatingly over the eltv of Colon, seven
miles away, or pass through the old
bed of the Chagres river harmlessly
While the
Into the Caribbean sea
b<· terrltlc. no
pressure on tile da:n will
such catastrophe Is considered pri liable. The (iatun lake is the largest nrtiticial boil y of water In the world.
Wrecks or accidents in the lake or
locks will be handled by monster 270

sending

ton floating cranes.
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3uy Land, Vcurrfl I,'.an.
Ownership of real eMate ι» a certio-

Tlir young man ulio
rate of thrift.
seeks Q position of re:.p uslidlity can
furnish no better recommendation tlian
the deed to well cboseii city or farm
property paid for out of Ids earnings
Debt due to spendthrift habits Is α
tremendous handicap to tlrv young marMany a
ried couple beginning life.
matrimonial ship has been wrerkinl on
Hut debt assumed
Just such a rock
to purchase real estate Is dliTeivnt Instead of causing discouragement. and
Impairing a man's ability t·· su« ceed In
his life work. It Is a powerful Incentive
to Industry, and almost lnfa!lilit.\ adds
thrift and good habits t<> the character
The most solid foundation of lioan-iai
independence Is the possession «»f real
because as |>opulatiou In

property,

its value constantly ν rows.
The young man who is about to marry
can give his bride no mon· eloquent
proof of afTectlon than her own home
It Is u fact that the couple who «miii
married life under their own root seldom end ft In the divorce court. Chicreases

cago Journal.

II

would I'm! tlii* core water tight The
dam Is nearly In if a mile thick at the
base. 30S feet thick where the water
surface slices It at eighty-live feet
and Is 100 feet wide at the top. The
outer coverings of rook and earth υιι
the dam close over the hydraulic core
at the crest. l'or about 500 feet the
dam will tie subjected to the full pressure of eighty-five feet of water, at
other points tu a less severe pressure.
Engineers consider (he daiu excessively safe, and the layman has no difficulty In appreciating Its strength.
About half of the material required,
cubic
22.G04.000
yards, has been
brought from the Culebra cut Oil July
1, 1013, the dam was more than 00 per
cent completed, leaving less than 1 per
cent to be done before the passage of

quntely

The channel throughout Is ;it nn aver
In order
ago depth of forty live feet.
to rnise the relocated I'aiuunu πι 11 road
above the level of the lake It «it* nee
of
essary to make tills to the extent

Fixing the

Kric··.

shambling old negro wont down
a
tin* street leading η big dog with
Λ

"For Sale" sign on Its collar.

A little

Sin·
girl spied the dog and wanted It
teased ho ha π] that her mother dually
asked Its price.
"Two dollnhs," said the negro, an
expectant grin dividing his features.
"Two dollars!" exclaimed the lady.
much!
"Why, the dog Isn't worth that
I'll giro yon 50 cents."
The negro drew himself up Indignantly. "Lady," he eald. "Ah couldn't
think of it. Why. de fellow Ab got
dis dog from gave me α dollab to get

rid of

bim.'"—Everybody's.

Cause For Tear·.
In
Dr. Pitcairn, being in a church
Edinburgh wbero the preacher was uot
only emphatic, but abed tears copious
ly, was moved to inquire of a country·
all
man who sat by blm what it was
about "What the deevil mokes him
was the inquiry. "Faith." said

greetT"

the man, slowly turning round. "yn
had maybe greet youraei' if ye was tip
there and bad as little to sayl"—Dun
dee Advertiser.
8ome Exercise.

"Duke," said the medical man, "yon
motor, ride horseback and biplane.

Your legs will beVou never walk.
atrophied from luck of exercise"
legs get some exercise, doctor

'•ome

"My

I kick the servants quite
-Kansas City Journal.

frequently."

Origin of "Whisky."
The word usk Is an Anglicized form
>»f the Welsh word wysg. a Celtic word
moaning water. It Is connected with
the Irish word nlsque, from which the
riaxon gets the word whisky. Cardiff
Western Mall.

Honk, Honkl

"Did she come to the door when yoa
serenaded her with your mandolin?"
•'No; but another fellow came along
und brought her out wltb an auto

horn."-Washington Herald

|
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All legal advertisement·
ADVKKTUKME.vn :
for il SO
are given three consecutive insertions
on
per Inch In ength of column. Spécial
and
transient
yeirly
with
local,
made
tract·
advertisers.
el» trie
Job Prixtiko —New type, fast presses,
and low price·
power, cxper ence»t workmen
busicombine to make this <lepartment of our
ness complete and popular.
—

mxulk copikv
are foure«nU
Single copies of Thk Democrat
of price by
each They wtl he mailed on receipt
of patrons
the publisher* or for the convenience
been
have
Issue
placed on
single copies of e-tch
sale at the following places In the County
Store.
Howard's Drug
South Parts,
ShurtlelTs Drug StoreNoyes Drug Store
Norway,
Stone's Drug Sfcire.
A. L. Newton, Postmaster.
Ruckdelii,
Mrs Harlow. Post Office.
Parts Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Parle,

Coming Events.
State PomNov. 1* 30—Annual meeting of Maine
ologies 1 society. Lewlston.
Dec. 2-5— Annual meet ng Maine Dairymen's
Association, Lewlston.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
J. P. Richardson.
A. E. Shurtleff CoParis Trust Co.
Thomas Smiley.
Z. L. Merchant A Co.
Chas. H. Howard Co.
H. B. Foster.
F H. Noyes Co.
The Norway National Bank
Longley A Butts
Eastman A Andrews.
Dr. C. L. Buck
A Lovely Face etc.
Does Backache Worry You?
Real Estate for Sale.
Slate Highway Notice.
Auction.
Notice of Appointment.
W»nu·! to Sell, etc.
When Rubber· Become Necessary.
This Will Interest Mothers.
For Sale Farm ttn Timber Lot.

Chrysanthemums.

A Valued Contributor uone.
Δ distinct sense of personal lose to
this paper is felt to the passing of John
N. Irish of Bucktield, who was found
dead ia bis bed Friday morning, having
apparently gone quietly out from this
world in bis sleep.
For years the writings of Mr. Irish,
usually under the heading "John's Let
ter," bave been a somewhat irregular
but frequeot feature of the Democrat's
Columns, lie had a ready wit, and an
original and sometimes unconventional
his ideas,
manner of expression Jof
which gave his writings a unique quality
Always, whatever bis topic, his letter
was read with interest.
But further than that, it never con
tained any influence other than in the
direction of better living. Mr. Irish
bated every form of evil, and expressed
himself io sympathy with all the forces
which combat evil in the world. Whether
be had any cburcb affiliations or not,
doubtless few _>f the readers know ; but it
was evident tbat, in spite of all the evil
that we see around us, he had an abiding
faitb in God and man, and some of his
best writings have been expressive of his
deep religious conviction.
Withal, be was a very modest man,
and esteemed his gift of expression at
When, some
even less than Its value.

attracted
years since, a city newspaper,
by his contributions to the local papers,
attempted to secure from bim an interview aod portrait, be peremptorily declined, and was indignant when the matter was somewhat insistently followed up.
lie lived quietly on a country farm, and
spoke to bis comptratively small audias
ence, and had no desire for such fame
the larger newspapers might bring blm
His passing was of just the quiet and
simple nature that characterized his entire life: just a falling to sleep in the
mortal to awake in the immortal—to
awake, let us believe, in the beautiful
beyond, that he has so often and so optimistically described in bis writings.
We feel sure that all readers of the
Democrat share in the sense of loss
which his death causes, and join in the
tribute to the genuineness and worth of
the man wbo bas gone.
Here and There.
The Panama Pacific Exposition at San
Francisco will be complete some time
bafore tbe opening date. Has a familiar
sound. Same thing has been said of
has ever
every exposition the country
bad. Possibly in this case it may be
realized for tbe first time.
Less umbrellas are being made every
several reayear, it is said. There are
sons for this, but undoubtedly tbe greatest of these is the raincoat.
A Haw in tbe rail was tbe cause of the
latest wreck on the New Haven road.
Kven tbe rails are getting the accident
babit.
A man wbo appeared the other day on
roller skates propelled by a storage bat
tery said tbat the outfit cost about fifty
dollars. What it costs to run It Is an
other question.
bird

big
The Maine man who (hot
on the winir, and then found that it wax
much
a*
have
surprint»
au eagle, may
coming to him a<* did the party of Oxont
weot
who
ford County aportsmen
on a coon hunt and wrote it up for a
discover, from
• porting paper, only to
the vinit of a game warden, that there is
a close time on coon·.
a

The

proprietor

of the

factheir

Bioghamtoo

tory where thirty employee· loat

live· in a tire baa closed oat hi· affairs,
paid his debts, distributed what waa left
of his fortune among the families of the
dead, and at 06 ban set out to begin anew
in another city. Could there be a great
er contrast than with the action of one
of the proprietors of the Triangle shirt
waist factory of horrible memory, who
was fined a short time ago for locking
the doors of hi· factory?
A man paid a tine in the Bangor Municipal Court the other day on the
charge that he, "being of the years
did
of
discretion,
profanely cnrse
and swear." Doesn't that sound funny
to any one who hears much of men's

conversation?
It is
new·

In a

gravely published

that

Maine t

divorce·

world

where

of
increasing ic

as a

are

the

matter

"spotter"

Is

•Mireiy tolerated but despised, and where

listeners and peepers are in bad odor
under almost any condition·, the dictograph i· hailed with acclaim aa a great
moral instrument. And yet the dictograph is one of the greatest sneaks of
them all, aa far as It· method of getting
into the secret words and thoughts of its
victim· is concerned. What will be the
Outcome of all this? Will the die
graph. which re·pec's no sanctaary f
speech, in time 'ose its preeent standing? Or will the acceptance of the dictograph lead to a gradual change of sentiment with regard to the other detective methods which partake more or less
of the nature of treachery ?
It is announced that under the new
tariff law the administration will make
the interpretation quite rigid in favor of
the government in all oases. For long
years it baa been the regular stock in
trade of thoee who were opposed to the
tariff policy of the government to rail
at tbe rigidity of interpretation and the
strictness of enforcement of the lawa.
Now tbe shoe is on tbe other foot.

give his doting con·
»rt at Odd Pallow·' Hall, Went Pari·,
uesday evening, Not. 4th, and nt Un
THE DOJNQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL >n ohnrcb, South Woodstock, Thursday
Prof. Wight bu η
« vening, Nov. 0th.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
ο borus of 76 voices assisted by local taiProf.

Wight

will

j1

Paris MUL

First Baptist Church, Be*. <i. W. F. Hill. pastor.
Preaching every Sunday it 10:45 ▲. M.
Sumlay School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7Λ».
Prayer Meeting Thursday erenin* at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
7 30.
AU
the lat Sunday of the month at i au p.m.
Invited.
not otherwise connected are cordially

Mr*. Stella Burnbam, Miaa Delia
Annie Davis, Mlaa Laura
J lay are the aooompanlata. Program :
Steffen
Chora»—Morning Serenade,
Male Quartet—Carry me Back to Ole VlrBeswlck
glney
1 ■ester Bryant, Edwin Howe, Clarence Cole,
nt.

J im, lira.

Delphoo

Howe

Steffen
Cborua—Blnla of Springtime,
Mae,
Rupert Curtis
Ο. Θ. P.
Life'· Dream 1· O'er,
Mr. X. L. Wood
Mr*. Annie Davl·,
Steffen
the
on
Sea,
Chorus—Sailing

Solo— Dearest

4

BwkfMd.
▲. S. Baoknam bM purchased a farm
Hirria Hamlin l« working for H. S.
In South Tamer and will move there at
Pushard.
Mm. Helen Toland la spending a few once.
Radcliff Bridgham ia at borne from
weeks visiting in Boston.
abort vacation.
W. J Upaon baa presented the Tillage Boiton un a
Nerlnscot Lodge conferred the third
corporation with a center for the foun-Ί
degree on ooe candidate at the regular
tain.
Saturday night, and after the
Roy Brown and family bare moved to meeting
work an oyter supper waa served.
baa
Brown
Mr.
employwhere
Berlin,
Dr. and Mr·. Harry Ulrich of Baltiment.
who bave been with Mr·.
Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Chandler are more, ftld.,
Ulrich'· parent· for the aummer, reappnding the week In Auburn and Yar- turned
to their home Tuesday.
mouth, visiting their daughters.
Saturday afternoon, Nov. 8, at 2:30
The teachers and atudenta of Oould'a
there will be held io the achool
Academy held a Hallowe'en eocial In the P. II.
building a parent·' and teacher·' meetGym Thursday evening.
ia being
Favorable reporta have been received ing. An interesting program
teachers
from Miaa Helen Clark of Mason Street, prepared, including paper· by
Refreshments will be servwho waa operated on for appendicitia at and parenta.
ed, and all frienda of the scboola are
Lewlaton.
cordially invited to be present.
Mrs. Lucy Russell of East Sumner was
West Bethel.
at E. Q. Cole's Tuesday.
"Feeltn' lonesome-like an' blue,
Miss Sarah Barrett returned home
Not Je·' kDowln' what to do;
Bethel.

Wut Parte.

kfr. and Mr*. Chandler Garland and
children, 3
and
Mr». George Sanders
who have been at Loren B. Merrill'·, returned to Boston Friday.
Claaa Exercise
Steffen
At the auotion sale of the property of g Doll Chorus—Our Baby Boy.
Thirty Little Girls
Tue·on
the late George R. Hammond
Solo—In the Garden of My Heart,
Mendelssohn
day, the homestead waa bidden off fori*
Miss Alice E. Barden
Mra. Albert E. Hamblin of Watertowo,
la 1 ). Duet—I Would That My Lore,
It
Hammond.
of
Mr.
Mas·., daughter
Mrs. Charles Bates, Mr. W.B. Wight
Steffen
understood that Mr. and Mra. Hamblin , I. Patriotic Chorus
Noll
γβ Cry, My Honey,
will
but
1
i.
occupy
at
Quartet—Doan'
come
not
will
present,
Mrs.
Annie
Darts,
Mrs.
Cora
s
Perham,
1rs.
the place in the spring and care for Mra.
Frank Darts, Mr. Qulnby Perham
Hager
Hammond.
j 1. Solo—Twilight Express,
lone Farnum
Prank Β Hammond waa at borne over
of
Sight,
Descending
l
t.
Chorus—Star
ia
be
Emerson
Sunday from Poland Spring where
Denzer
feoder and care-taker in the dairy barn t 1. Solo—A May Morning,
Miss
Laura
Day
of Hiram Kicker <k Sons.
Chorus wltn solo—Hear Dem Bells,
1.
Male
1
ia
a
Boston
guest
James Thompson of
McCosh
Mr. Harlan Andrews
at Mrs. Thompson's.
March
Thee
a
of
will
Duet—I
busineaa
Γ.
Magn'fy
on
a
1
is
trip
George Lunt
Miss Bar It η Mr. Wight
few da;· in New York.
P. P. Bllhorn
J. Girls and Boys Keep Sweet,
Nevln
Mrs I. C. Ingraham and Mra. Albert
». Quartet—Mighty Lak a Rose,
Mr. ClayE. Davie* and daughter returned last j 1rs. Lena Farnum. Mrs. Anna White,
Mr. W. S. Wight
ton
Churchill,
Steffen
Priday to their home in Brookline, t. Chorus—Anthem
Mass., bavins spent the summer at Paris j; 1. Com'c Duet—<)h. Yah. Don't Dot was Klne,
Mr.
Scott
I
mo
Farnum,
Wight
Mrs.
Hill.
and Congregation
William G. Hulow, Miss lone Harlow 2 3. Chorus Star
Spangled Banner
of
M.
Owen
and Mr. and Mra. Frank
The Ladies' Social Circle of the Free
AtM.
at
George
Dixfield were guests
I iaptiat church will hold their annual
wood'· Sunday.
borae* ale of aprons, fancy article· and
of
Hammond,
Mrs.
Mr and
Eugene
Nov 4.
1 nade candy Tuesday afternoon,
Hammond'»
of
Mr.
were
Auburn,
guests
A baked bean
: tele opens at 3 o'clock.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Hammond,
>nd pastry snpper will be served at 5:30
Sunday.
Alt invited.
< <t Centennial Uall.
Admiral and Mra. H. W. Lyon have
At the quarterly conference of the M.
taken an apartment in Boston for tbe
! S church, Rev. J. M. Frost, auperinAdmiral Lyon will go to Boswinter
< endent, presiding, it was voted to close
tou the present week and Mra. I,yun and
1 be church for the remainder of the year
Mra. H W. Lyon, Jr., go sHttle Uter.
ind Rev. F. B. Pine, who bas been the
L-«dies'
the
>n
interested
Baptist
AU
hat* gone away.
ireacher,
1
Cum
at
meet
to
are
Circle
requested
There will be a social dance for the
to
st
3:30
afternoon
Hall
Tuesday
minga
' >enefltof the public library, Thursday
talk over plan* for the winter.
Nov. 6th. Music by Millikeu's
Frank A. Parrai, who recently soid hi« ivening,
1 Orchestra
Manager, H. H. Wardwell.
f^rm in the Partridge District, will sell
Vids. A D. Swift, Mrs. A. D. Swift,
stock, farming tool*, etc at auction, on
ielec Dexter, L tara Barden.
Wednesday, Nov. 12. A list of the
Mrs. Ο. K. Yates has been quite ill but
thing· to be sold 1s given in bia advers improving.
tisement.
Mrs. J. C. Howe has been visiting her
Advertised letter- in Paria poat office,
laugh'er, Mrs. Dean Wheeler, at OakXov. 1st:
and. Mrs. Wheeler is slowly recoverMr*. Irene Shatton.
ng from an operation for appendicitis.
Jame* Wood.
Mrs Frank Morris Ccarl).
Lewis M. Manu sold at public auction
it bis residence here his entire herd of
Mood.
Bryant'·
wenty cows and heifers from his farm
There is a good market for cider ap- , it Milton. À. D. Park was auctioneer
D
D.
hundred.
a
West Paris Grange gave a harvest enpies here at 30 cent* per
A.i.
or
Peverley had «hipped several carload· to | lOritiUIUOUI. OI%UIU»j, W%· «v.
Philadelphia. Be has also made several were «juoUtioon ana original stories by
thousand gallon· of cider for shipment
| :he members, singing of harvest song··,
The grounds around the parsonage ind an original poem by Mrs. P. L VVyhave been graded this week, and the Tiao of South Woodstock. Mrs. Wyman
place, including the highway, shows a llastrated the poem by several varieties
decided improvement.
>1 autumn fruit, also some beautiful
Marie Allen baa been making extensive -oses which she picked in ber gardeu
repairs iu one uf his tenements, which that day.
is to be occupied by Seymour Brooke.
Miss Winifred Willis of Lewiston ha*
Ε A. Record is building an extension leen a recent guest of her uncle#, Prank
side
east
the
on
to bis blacksmith shop
Li. and Loraine P. Willie, at their homes
This will be used for a wood working lere.
room.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shaw delightfully
Percy J. Bowker has returned from a interUined the Happy-go-Lucky Whist
visit to Millstield, Ν. H., where he ha* Jlub Tuesday evening. Refreshments
been staying at the camp of his brother were served.
Albert. He reports plenty of game in
It is reported that R ibert Shaw has
that section.
Trapping there is also purchased the interest of bis partner,
good. Nine mink were caught in a few Harry Emery, in the hardware business,
davs.
tnd the business will now bo carried on
Mrs. Aggie Brooks was severely injured >y Mr. Shaw.
Mrs. G. A Smith has returned from
Thumday by falling from a walk in Mark
She was injured
Allen's woodshed.
he Central Maine General Hospital at
William
Or.
bead.
the
about
Lewistun.
mostly
Dearing was called.
Frank P. McKenney has received the
W. H. Q. Verrill of North Auburn ippolntmeot of mail carrier on R. P. D
was the guest last week of Floyd MorSo. 3, and began work Nov. let. H. R.
gan.
Γuell, substitute on the route during
Miss Margie Staples is visiting her :he years that C R. Briggs was carrier,
the past five
grandmother, Mrs. Seames, at Riley.
jas been mail carrier for
Mrs. John Massure of Portland is vis
ttonthi·, awaiting the new carrier's apiting her sister, Mrs. Abbie Russell.
pointment.
Berton Cole is repairing the interior
Henry Walker, who was reported ill
Martha Este»' house, and will rrom typhoid fever, is improving.
of Mrs
move bis family there soon.
The Woodstock teachers who attended
Albany.
the state teachers' convention at Bangor
Mrs. Calvin Cummings is at home
last week were Principal George M. See- From
Upton, where she has been caring
ley of the high school, Mrs. Ν. I. Swan, [or ber mother.
M ss Elsie Cushman and Mise Marjorie
Charles Pool and two sons, Will and
Penley.
Archie, George Lapham and two sons,
Ben and Ray, bis wife and three chilEast Sumner.
dren, and four horses, came from OxRev.
C
A good sized audience greeted
ford last Saturday to the Hiram Bean
church
H Young at the Congregational
house to cut and yard timber for Howard
his
be
when
on Wednesday evening
gave
Coburn.
lecture on "Ranch Life" in the far West
Lance Lylor is putting up a camp on
The bardy and vivid experience of one
rhe Mason lot. He and Asa Kenoiaton
was a cowboy there for five year· was re»re going to cut and saw timber for Kan
lated and held the close attention of a
Mprriil.
lecture
close.
The
house
till
the
good
The ladies are inquiring if the tea man
was illustrated
by atereopticon elides is
coming. Guess be will find bard,
and motion pictures. It i· hoped to se
muddy going, with the load be carries
cure Mr. Young for other lectures soon
both way·.
Such entertainment* are clean, Instructive and agreeable.
East Bethel.
Mrs. Ella S. Heald left on Thursday
was at home from
Bartlett
Elsie
Miss
will
and
for South Weymouth, Mass.,
over Saturday and Sunday.
care for the widow of Lysander Heald, Hastings
Misses Ethel and Bertha Cole were at
who was a brother to Stephen C. Heald
week-end.
Dr. Prank W. Snell and wife of South borne over the
Mias Celia Brown is at ber borne in
Paris made a brief call on the writer on
being treated for a throat
Wednesday afternoon. They were re- Romford
trouble.
turning from a few days' visit at Canton,
Mrs. Z. McAllister from Lovell was a
where Mrs. Snell's parents reeide.
recent gueet of her brother, Porter ParDickvale.
well, and family, alëo ber mother, Mrs.
Μ γη. Aimed» Richardson has returned Sarah Farwell.
Edmund Merrill is doing carpenter
from Kut Peru, where she baa been for
work for A. M. Bean.
a week.
Mrs. Etta Bartlett has returned home
Mr*. Lowell Sbaw and little ion John
have returned to tbeir borne in Buck· from Berlin, X. H.
Ζ W. Bartlett recently sold a nioe
deld, after a week's visit with her parpair of young horses to parties from Oxent·. Mr. and Mrs J. C Wvraan
Mr·. Emma Child baa returned from a ford.
month'· visit to relative· in New HampMa·...·.. I «L··
shire, and Oakland, Maine.
Mr·. Hannah E«tabrnok, Mr·. Adelia
Mr*. Ida Putnam is again at ber hume
Blake and Mra. P. W. Knight of Monson
here.
of
Curtis
Frank
Child
md Mr*. Mark Shaw of Pari· Ilill called
Mr and Mra.
Mrs. Lottie A. Crane,
an their cousin,
Corner have been in town.
Mr·. Milo Morrill of the Ridge road recently.
Mr. Will Flood and two children of
passed away Oct. 18° h after a long illness.
She left three sons and one Karmington came to David Flood's the
daughter, Mrs. Lucius Lovejoy, of thin 44th and visited fur a few day*.
Mra. Teat» Frost haa returned from
place, who gave ber tender care in her
Millettville.
last illness. Her age was 67.
Mra. J. L. Partridge waa made glad
Wilson'» Mills.
recently by a visit from her sister·, Mrs.
Rev. Mr. Berry held services the 19th. Delia Kandall of Woodforda and Mra.
Quite a large number for this place were Samuel Dunton of Qardiner.
Misa Lizzie Foaa and her uieoe, Elizain attendance.
Leonard York has been sawing wood beth Foes of Norway, were guests at
for W. Κ Leach at the hotel the past Sbattuck farm Monday night.
week. Elwyn Storey and Montie Fox
Mrs. Winnie Hall and Mra. Ralph
have been helping bim.
Flood were iu Farmingtoo for a day or
Beryl Raymond of Errol is threshing two recently.
oats for H. G. Bennett by gasoline pow
er.
He bad eight acres of the grain.
Locke'· Mills.
A parish meeting was called for the
Mrs. Hanno Cushman waa in town
the
rain
to
but
25tb,
only enough Wednesday, the guest of Mrs. Arthur
owing
got together to adjourn to Oct. 30tb.
Stowell.
A party of hunters are boarding at D.
Azel Bryant haa sold bis farm to
C. Bennett's who have secured two deer. Frank Reed of West Paria. Mr. Bryant
The deer are very scarce here.
will have an auotion Tuesday, Nov. 4.
Cecil Bennett, who baa been at Camp
1rs Swan died Oct 24 at the home of
Caribou for the season, bas returned bia eon at S mtb Bethel.
He haa been
home.
He
In poor health for aeveral years.
leaves a widow and four children. The
Denmark.
Funeral services were at the house on
William GUrnan, one of tbe oldest vetSunday. Burial at Locke's Milla.
erans of tbe civil war in this town, is
Mr. and Mrs. Azel Bryant were at
very sick and not expected to recover.
Rumford Corner Wednesday.
C. Ε Cobb is making extensive repairs
L. P. Bryant and crew have begun caton the dam here at the village, putting
birch at the foot of South Pond.
on a new gate for tbe slip and a large ting
Thry cut nearly eleven hundred cords
steel acreen over the other gates.
there last winter. It is owned by the
Elwood Peodexter and brother ere
spool Co., and used in tbeir business.
away on a bunting trip.
Roscoe Cummlngs is at Owen DemerWarren Gammon is building a camp
We hope he will
ritt's in Ketcbum.
boarding hou«e oo tbe side of Pleasant
ïring home a deer.
mountain.
Ed. Peverley of South Parla was in
Fred Sanborn ia able to be about with

j

•Mongst oar

CfQtob.

Brownfieid.

Among the recent deaths ia town are
Charles H. Boynton, Charles Blake aad
Willard Gerry.
Mrs. Sylvia Gilpatrick accidentally fell
and broke one of the bones just above
the ankle.
Tbe harvest supper and social held at
Town Hall, Friday evening, was a sue-

great or small

"If I cin't deserve to wear
Golilen crowns an' wings up There,
Leosme go the other way;
'Cauee I wouldn't want to stay
By myself out In the cold.
•Drutber suffer pains nntold,
Wbere there's others safferln' too,
Than be lonesome-like an' bine."

"How beautiful is the rain."
Thomas W. Vasbaw raised four hundred bushels of potatoes on hia farm.
Edgar Inman of Bethel Hill visited bla

friend,

Elbert

Briggs, Saturday.

October gave ua tbe dampness so
much needed bj tbe growing crops in
Julv and August.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude N. Mills of Port-

land were in tbia village one day last
week.
Tbe Oxford Postcard Co. and penniaon Sales Co. make
heavy outgoing
mails from this poat office.
William H. Mills and wife of Poland
viaited bis parents, Mr. and Mra. W.
Dexter Mills, last week.
There was an entertainment by the
school children in Grange Hall Tuesday
evening and a harvest supper and social
dance by tbe grange Thursday evening.
A wagon wheel came here from South
Paris by parcel post on which tbe postexage was six cents, and the obarge by
Last
press would have been 25 eta.
three
week a small box weighing
ponnds
Boswas received here by express from
tbe
on
which
transportation charge
ton,
was 45 cts., and tbe same might have
been sent six hundred miles by parcel
post for 20 cents.
Isaac Burris, who moved here from
Massachusetts
hoping to regain his
health, and occupied tbe Wheeler bouse
owned by bis brother
on Plat Street,
Thomas, died Oct. IStb of tuberculosis,
ίΙΟ years, leaving a wife and three

'"·

one

sorrows

That's the meanest one ot all I
Never comes along In May,
lint a gray November day
Makes your troubles all come true,
'Cause you're lonesome-like an' blue I

aged

small children.

Greenwood.

Sydney F. Brown of Reeding, Mass.,
who for the past season has been operating the Pulaifer orchard, has recently
owned by
Pox farming ia arriving at the dignity purchased the half intereet
and A, C. Wheeler and
of a fad or a craze. Hardly a week fails Rodney Brow·
for
to bring the announcement of aome In- will operate the property bereafty
left for Massadividual or corporation who is starting himself. Sydney Brown
ia
in the busineaa. Probably some of them chuaetts on Monday and will return
Maioh.
will make mooey at it.

from a visit

with relatives

in

Wlthlngton.

Mra. E. M Atwood has returned from
a visit in Lewiston.
Miss Dorothy Stevena of Portland ia
the guest of Miss Mollie Cole.
Mr. Eruest Bayf >rd of Auburn isvisitiog at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Irish. Mr. Hayford is driver of a mall
wagon in Auburn.
John Ν .Irish was found dead in bed
Friday morning by his brother, Henry
D. Irinb, with whom be has made his
home for the past few years. Failing to
inappear at breakfast at the usual time
vestigation revealed the fact of his having passed away apparently without
waking or struggle, having retired in his
usual health the night before. Mr. Irish
was born on the farm now owned by W.
H. Couant seventy-five years ago, the
eon of Thomaa and Eveline Haggett
Irish. In 1857 he went to Keutucky,
and a year later came to Rumford and
putchated a farm, which be carried on
until the development of the power commenced there, when be eold hi· farm to
the Rumford Fall· Power Co., and remov
ed to this town, where he has since resided. He was never married. He leaves one
brother, Henry D. Irish. Tne funeral
was held from the hoase Monday morning at ten o'clock, Rev. F. M. Lamb officiating. Burial in the family lot at the

Walter Cross of Bridgton baa moved

to the Gilaoo'plene.
Tbe corn at the MoWain abop ia being
' abeled and hauled to the station at Nor-

Sage

firesumably

Thursday.

ι

>n

North Stoaeham.
Mr. and Mrs. James Frost from Nor-

Mrs. C. A. Abbott wishes to thankIhe
who so kindly remembered
postal oarde recently.
A. B. Abbott'a sou Lawrence ia quite
■ iok.
Moms Smith ia threshing grain about
1 ere.
C. B. Steven· now baa running water
i ι bia bouae that la very soft. This place
I as aiway· been noted for it· abort anpf I; of rerj hard water.
, a any friend·
] 1er with

ton Plantation and Ira Gammon from
Rumford stayed with their oonsin, Mrs.
H. B. McEeen, Wednesday night.
Mrs. I. A. Andrews went to Baldwin
la*t week to settle the bualneaa of her
grandmother, the late Mrs. Binford.
Mrs. John Adams and daughter Ethel
are visiting at Freeland Adams' in Norway.

Dorothy Eenlston has been visiting

her poualn,

Myrtle Adams.

Dreamland.
are rapid.

▲ tutor

fell,

u · scholar was reciting.
awoke to
dreamed a little playlet a ad
hear tbe end of the boy'· sentence.
fifteen secelapsed time not more than
are
onds. Touch, sight and hearing
In dreams, but taste and

asleep

prominent

smell exceptionally rare. Dreams
uot !
be made to order by outsiders, but
"Flrel" In the
Tell
dreamer.
the
bj
or allow a sudear of a sound sleeper
on the
den draft of cold air to plajr
to
back of his neck and he will dream
bis
order, but be can't go to aleep with
mind made up to dream of any certain
of it
thing and then actually dream
In
sold
are
books
fact
this
In spite of
must do
Europe which tell what one
number in
in order to dream the lucky
are no
the lottery. Furthermore, there
sees or comOne
dreamland.
in
ethics
hlmaelf the most atrocious crime
can

office.

An exchange la responsible for tbe
statement that on a recent Sunday morning a fisherman from down river arrived
at Bath with a load of fiab,.and waa
somewhat puzzled on finding the storea
all closed and nobody along the water
front m naual. He found out tbe trouble when he asked a man if It was a holiday. He aald that tbe weather the paat
month bad been ·ο stormy and disagreeable that the folks down hi· way bad
lost all reckoning aa to tbe days of the

week.

Wkn Babbw· Btctme KtNmrjr
Anil your shoes ptncb, Allen's Foot-Base, tbe
Antiseptic powder to be shaken Into tbe shoes,
Is just the thine to use. Always use It for break
lnj In New Shoes. Sold everywhere, Κ cents.
Sample Τ BBS. Address, A. 8. Olmsted, Le

Boy, Ν. Y, Dtm't Sttfl m* swtsSOwlS.

44-47

▲ CONSUMPTIVE COUGH.
congb that bother· yon continually
warn·
■ one of the danger lignai· which
)f consomption. Dr. King'· New D ■joverv atop the congb, looaen the chest,
3*niah fever and let yon aleep peacefolly. Tbe flnt dose check· the »ympMr·. A.
xidi and gives prompt relief.
f. Mer'z, of Olen Ellyn, Iowa, write·:
A

1
1

King1· New Discovery cured a
stubborn cough after mix week·' doctordo
ing failed to help." Try it, a· it will for
Beet medicine
tlie nine for yon.
sough·, cold·, throat and lung trouble».
Money back if it fails. Price 50c and
1100. All drnggiat·, by mail. H. E.
Bucklen A Co., Philadelphia or St.
Loula.
"Dr

cles."

Um« Per Old British Uniform·.
Black cloth clothes purchased by mcondhaod dealer·, provided they ar« too

far gone to be "revived." are sent to
Prance. ttusaia and Poland to be made
Into cap·, which the working people of
these countries wear. The caatoff red
coat· of the British soldiers almost all
coungo to Holland, for in that damp
bave a notion that red
the

NEARLY EVERY CHILD HAS WORMS
Paleness, at times a flushed face, unnatural huoger, picking the nose, great
thirst, etc are indications of worms
Kickapoo Worm Killer is a reliable,
thorough medicine for the removal of
all kinds of worms from children and
adults. Kickapoo Worm Killer in pleasant candy form, aids digestion, tone*
system, overcoming constipation and increasing the action of the livor. Is per-

fectly safe for even the most delicate
children. Kick.tpoo Worm Killer makes
children happy and healthy. 25c. Guaranteed. Try it. Drug stores or by mail.
Kickapoo Indian Medicine Co., Philadelphia and St. Louis.
"Generally debilitated for years. Had nick
headache, lacked ambition, was worn out and all
Burdock Blood Bitters made roe a
run down.
well woman."—Mrs. Chas. Kreltoy, Mooeup,
Conn.
Bitter
Keel heavy after dinner?
Blllou·?
Liver perhaps
taste?
Complexion sallow?
needs waking up. l)oau'« Ucgult-tu for bllloue
attacks, ilc at all stores.

We want to sp· ak to the
that need a pair of
those who are
new pants
looking for the best in
We have an introusers.
teresting *tory to tell them
Here it is :
For the man that wants
a pair of pants for a hard
winter's work we have
all-wool
the
Johnson
Made frrm the
pants.
longest and best wool obtainable and guaranteed
—

the old clothes dealers and go chiefly
to the south coast o& Africa, where
they are wold to the native chiefs
Travelers are sometimes amused at being received In full stute by a swarthy
chief on his throne dressed out in foot-

man's llver.v

or a

London Answers.

The Country Boy's Creed.
believe that the country, which
God made, Ls mure beautiful than the
city, wblcb man made; that life out of
doors and lu touch with the earth Is
the natural life of uian. 1 believe that
work ls work wherever we flud It, but
that work with nature is more Ins pi r

of lubor depeuds. not on what you do.
but on how you do It; that opportunity
comes to u boy on the farm as often
as to the boy in the city; that life is
larger and freer and happier on the
farm than In town; that my success
depeuds. uot upon my location, but
but
upon myself; not upon my dreams,
luck,
tilMJii what I actually do; not upon
but upon pluck. I believe in working
when you work and In playing when

Conserve Your Steam.
A man who never amounted to much
of
once got α Jod running the engine

He wus greatly Impressed
ο sawmill.
with the Importance of his position
and wanted every one to know that be
was the man who made all the wheels
go round. The first morning he steamed up the engine be jerked the whistle
wide open and made the welkin riu«
for miles around, saying to himself an
the echoes bounced over the hills, "I
am certainly the big noise In tills part
of the country." Just then the fore

suit.

the

co

We have

$4

t

co.

in town.

Prompt Attention Given

'phone and Mail Orders.

to

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

You Want the Best Garment
Your Money Can Get.
When

come

you

to

ste

the

of

a

and Suits

ments now

days

become

necessity.

a

moie

They know bow to sit Hester Donaldson Jenkins calls attention to the
fact that the Turkish verb to sit Is
used where occidentals would use to
live, or stay. or visit To the question,
"Where are you llvlngî" one gets the
reply. "I am sitting In Stamboul." Or
to the question, "Are you married?"
the anewer will be. "No. 1 am sitting
And when they nit they
at borne."

frequent,

being shown provides

"Ah." said the Frenchwoman.

native of wbatr

Your patronage for the winter's supply of heavy unand
derwear is solicited on the basis of a large assortment
the best

possible

values.

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

MAINE

NORWAY,

14

Naturally.

I

CARAT GOLD AND

ROUND

new

STOVES

OAK

To

useful,

be

must

contain

carat

is

alloy,

golJ

[4
the established

standard for best wearing
quality. In stoves the

ROUND

OAK

repreEven
be
made
if they could
any
better, their cost w<· ι!«ί
increase out of all proj
sents 14 carat

Sq.t

gold.

is extravagant
pract cal to go.

ar.d

For Sale by

POULTRY FEED

received carload lots)
Feed, Wheat, Barley,
Oyster shells, Diamond Crystal Grit.
We also carry in stcck all kinds of |
poultry feed.

We have
of Scratch

just

G. B. Mings &

Norway,

»

Maine.

Crown and

Bridge Work
It is important in crown
and bridge work that the
dentist hat the skill of a
jeweler, as well as being
an

experienced dentist.
required in this

The skill

branch is different than
that
needed in other
branches of dentistry, and
but few dentist* have it.
Years of experience enable
me to do excellent crown
and bridge work.

Dr. C. L. BUCK,
Ε

South Paris,
NOTICE.

Maine.
JJ

said the defendant turnThe subscriber hereby give· notioe that be I
ed and wblatled to the dog. What fol· has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
Witness—The dog.—Illinois
lowed?
LEONARD CAN WELL, late of Parle,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Siren.
All persons having
bonds as tbe law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
tbe
same
for settlement,
are
desired
to
Be always employed
present
Lose no time.
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
in something useful, but avoid ail unint Immediately.
ISAAC M. CANWELL.
81st, 1011.
actions. -Franklin.
ι necessary

Judge— You

m-

Underwear

FEED

an-

MA

\i

moderately priced.

CHICKEN

HumbUd H«r Prldp.
"Where did you learn French Γ ·
Parisian asked a New York woman

the proud

\vr;.

>

shoot him when the general intervened
"Give the man another chance." he
"Place him In the front
ordered.
rank, and if be turns again let him be
•hotThe man eagerly embraced this
ehance of life, overcame his fears and
fought bravely for the rest of the day.

was

knitted

tion to their value. Ti
stand at the line a!'
which or below whici it

RidHmtd Himself.
Blr Charles Napier bad an effective
method of dealing with cowards. On
one occasion a flying soldier was stopped by bis fellows, who were about to

swer.

a

for all agts, and all

So. Paris.

•It quietly. 'In the perfect repose of a
sleeping cat" They don't bave to keep
their hands busy. They dont crochet
or knit They just lit

traveling abroad.
"Prom a native."

Variety

The collection of these

Folks rushed for the paper, and found
therein α long and detailed account of
the crossing of the Atlantic In a steerable balloon by Mr Monck Mason
Harrison AI us worth and four others.
Tho balloon wns minutely described,
long extracts were priuted from a

Turkish women are said to bave one

to 5

big

31 Market

Poe'· Airahlp Hoax.
Edgur Allen Poe was a pioneer In
the art of serial hoaxing. In 1844 the
New fork Sun announced one uioru
Atlantic
"Astounding news!
lng:
crossed in three days!
Triumph ot
Mr. Monck Mason's flying machluel"

accomplishment In which they excel
the women of all other nationalities

have

we

to wear, as

wood if you use all the steam blowing
your whistle.—Exchange

diary which narrlson Alnsworth wns
supposed to have kept on the way, and
the whole story had such' a touch of
truth that It took some day· for New
Yorkers to realize how completely they
bad been hoaxed.—London Chronicle

things

new

brought together for you to wear this fall and winter, you'll
be very much delight· d with the new models in Suits,
Coats, Furs, Waists and Dresses

EASTHAN
& ANDREWS,

started the force on α big day's
work and discovered that there wus
not enough steam left to start the maHe of the big noise was
chinery.
promptly canned, and the Job was glr·
Moral.—You can't saw
en to a bole.
man

I

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

stock to
$2.00 to
Best we know of
a

from,

choose

South Paris

Square

Market

bccomes almost

—

saves

A. E. SHURTLEFF CO.

As the cool

Is all right in its place,
but its place is not at the
bottom of your trousers.
Coat and ve^t nearlv albetter shyers
are
wa\s
than trousers.
Many a
pair of trousi rs has already reached the sere and
and
ro.it
} el low stage;
vist still active.
trousers
Fa*hi' 11 says
may be different ; one case
where fashion favors the
pocket. A new pair of
trousers finishes out the
suit reason fashionably

you play and In giving and demundlng
η square deal In every act of life."—
Suburban Life.

Per Pound 24c.

Sweaters in Great

FRINGE

lng than work with the most Intricate
machinery. 1 believe that the dignity

Always ft\sh;

extracts.

Very Attractively Priced at a saving of $3
on a garment.

pure wool at $3.25. Johnson's pure wool rain-proof
pants, $3.50.

"I

flavoring

make it up every day in our clean confectionIt costs no more than ordinary
ery kitchen.
confectionery. Packed in one pound packages.
Special for Monday and Saturday.
we

Sample Coats

—

rifleman's uniform.
φ

the purest of

well as other lines of our merchandise
for Ladies, Misses and Children—to see that those who
for what they pay.
come to us shall get best possible values
We have done this by having each season a good liberal
showing of the leading makes of merchandise.
$ro.oo to $:ς.οο
TAILORED SUITS, Priced
oo to $30.00
SEPARATE COATS, Priced

men

royal

No more
is the most delicious you ever tasted.
like the ordinary confectionery than chalk is like
cheese. It has that true home-made flavor, and
contains nr.thing but pure sugar (no old sfle
candy melted over) choice nuts and dates, and

things

PANTS?

coats Dext their skin. These are made
Britby cutting off the sleeves of the
ish soldlera' red coats and altering the
of
shape a little. The showy uniforms
the guards and the full ureas liveries
of the lord mayor's footmeu and the
servants come into the bands of

Confectionery

Never before have we had a better opportunity to
demonstrate the service idea of this store than this season.
Our Idea has been to serve this community in all matters of

NEED

people
try
cloth keeps off rheumatism. Therefore, all careful Dutchmen of the laboring classes wear red cloth waist-

Our Home-Hade

North

Tbe Rutb Cragin Chapter of

Anaon and he Margaret Moore Chapter,
D. Δ. R of Madiion recently dedicated
in Anaon κ big boulder in commemoration of tbo brave deed· of Benedict Arnold in bin expedition up the Kennebec
River. Tbe monument I· located on tbe
mits
road
or
going from Madison to Stark· just
guilt—Chiof
pity
with no feeling
ont of tbe business section, and i· at the
cago Tribune.
point where Arnold and liis men landed
with tbeir canoes to go around the falls.
Power of Suggestion.
This monument completes all the points
What he calls an "effective sugges- of hi· landing from Bath up to Anson,
been recently dedition test" is given.by Professor Hugo the last one having
"How cated at Pitteton. More monument» are
Munsterberg In an article on
the to be placed at other point· up tbe river.
We Know Ourselves" In

refreehmeots.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Cole returned
Wednesday from a visit to their son in
Mexico.
Mrs. Jerry Crow of Morrill Street was
Can
in Lewlston Friday.
"Draw several
Mrs. John L wis Childs and son and a Youth's Companion.
friend were gueata of Mr. and Mr·. C. S. pairs of circles," writes the psycholoChild* Wednesday aud Thursday, on gist "and let your friend decide which
In
their way home to Ploral Ρ irk, Ν. Υ
circle in each puir is the larger.
from Rangeley, where they have been f»r
circle slightly
some cases make one
several weeks.
than tbe other; usually, bowMiss Hail, teacher of the primary larger
tbe circles of each pair the
make
ever,
grades, attended the teachers' convenIn each circle write a figsice.
same
tion at Bangor Thursday and Friday.
the circles
Ma>flower Chapter, Ο. Ε S., was offi- ure of two digits. Although if in on*
cially visited and inspected by D. D G. are alike, you will find that
M. Mrs. Lillian Paine of Farmington. you have written a small number, such
The work waa exemplified and and re- as twenty-one. and in the other h
freahments were served.
larger number, such as seventy-nine,
Mrs. Cleveland Frost and children rethe boy or girl who is open to suggee
turned to their home in Rumford after a
that
tlon will tell you that the circle
visit with her sister, Mrs. Diniel Emery.
laroontnlns the higher number Is the
Mrs. Emily Bonney accompanied her.
Miss Christina Ring of Âuburn was ger. The sise of the number suggests
the over-Sunday guest of Mrs. J. C. « wrong idea about tbe alee of the cir-

One horse lees io the neighborhood,
and will be until another is found to fill
hie place. He was getting old, bad outlived bis usefulness, so instead of jockeying him he was led away and shot like
a soldier on the battlefield.
Those who attended Mr. Swan's funeral Sunday encountered a drifting rain
and muddy road. Monday rooming was
perfectly clear, and the conjunction of
Venus and the moon presented a very
village cemetery.
pretty picture for every lover of astronoMr. Irish had rare talents as a public
my to look at. The following day conaud reader, and has been a feaspeaker
and
was
fair
tinued
highly appreciaied ture "f
local entertainments, and
many
favorable
so
by the women folks, being
he was also a contributor to a number of
their
washings.
for drying
local papers, and hia writings were alIf our memory is correct, Hon. John
in a happy and optimistic vein0. Long celebrated his 75th birthday on wayswill be much missed
aod
by a large cirthe27th inst., and the next day, tlie28tb,
cle of readers. A public spirited and inour oldett grandboy was 16; and on the
tensely patriotic citizen has passed from
same day Mrs. Myrtle Brooks Barnett
us, whose place it will be bard to fill.
was 26; which means that when our
grandson arrived sixteen years ago, the
mance Lommcnu
present Mrs. Barnett was Myrtle Brooks,
a pretty girl of ten years and having a
good timo with her birthday party.
Entirely right that tbe government
Mrs Newton Bryant went to the Lew- should mit allow renewed tbe licensee
a
underwent
iston hospital,
slight surgi- of some Washington saloons which oc·
cal treatment and returned Saturday, becopy old buildings condemned for govclaims ro ernment
week.
She
one
absent
just
iug
purposes, and therefore owned
have been been benefited
by going by tbe government. There are lots of
there.
American citizen· wbo don't want to be
Thanks to Mrs. Florence Bryant Newpartners Id tbe saloon business.
man for her very welcome card, and (be
wa«
liberal offer it contains. Mention
Id Russia only 11 Id 10,000 people are mvl ; In
recently made of her marriage, but
where she had found a new home we England the rate Is 32 In 10,000.—Indlanapolli
bad no idea. Her address ia Cape Por- News.
To understand this paragraph aright,
poise, York County.
used in
If this has been a good year for cran- please note that the word mad Is
berries so it has for oak acorns; and lota itsstrlctsense—meaning insane—and not
of them are being gathered to eat when tbe colloquial American sense.
dried; but as for ourselves we dislike
tbat bitter taste, aud if Luther Burbank
Harry Thaw will get bick on the first
could only remove it and substitute the
again this week. When he will get
beechnut flavor, It would make him a
ack to Matteawan is another question.
still greater man; and the oak orchards
would spring up everywhere as by magic.
If the late Sheriff Scully of Cumberland County could have known tbe high
Hebron.
opinion held of him by people of all
Professors Field and Marrlner went
parties and faiths without distinction, as
to Waterville Friday to attend "Colby revealed in tbe testimonials written and
night" and al*u be present at tbe foot- spoken of him after his death, it might
bail gnme Satuiday.
have made life a little sweeter for him.
Norman Richardson at was home from
Bates over Saturday and Sunday.
in Human Nature.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tainter of Auburn Too Huch Faith
A
suburban dweller" of Montreal, write· tc
were the guests of Mrs. A. M. Richardtbe Gazette In protest against the habit of using
son Friday.
sacred names as expletives. "There are unNine members of Z. L. Packard W. doubtedly In our midst only too many men ol
good social standing who use such
R C. attended the school of instruction
at times." This Is a vice which publlr
at the A. A Dwinal W. R C Mechanic anguagecould easily correct. In fact, it would
opinion
be surprising how easily It could be stopped II
Falls, Tuesday.
the attempt.
Mm. Judge Bonney is staying at the only a few persons should makewho
bave the
Public opinion needs leaders
Home for a while.
courage of their convictions. There will still be
Mr. Perkino, who has been at work for left pit nty of expletives neither sacrilegious noi
Floyd PMIbrick since last spring, re- obscene.—Exchange.
The above shows an abiding trust in
turned to his home in Norridgewock
the quality of η verence in human being»
Tuesday.
Quite a lot of apples are being packed —a degree of trust which the experience
of the centuries has hardly justified.
and shipped from hern this week.
Mrs. Perkins of Norridgewock ban S 'mu thousands of ye.trs ago the d< crue
went forth from Smai: " l'hou «halt not
come tn stay with her daughter, Mrs
Mrs. Philbrick take the name of th*· L >rd thy G >d in
Pbilbrlck, for a while.
has been q'lite poorly for several weeks. vain." If people through the example
Tbe Misses Isabella Benson and Al- of a few leaders can be made to show
tbea Stetson are attending the teaohers' reverence for the saint* by abstaining
from using their namee as expletives,
convention in Bangor.
Professor J. F. Moody was in Auburn they could certainly be as easily Induced
Yet
to obey tbe above commandment.
Thursday.
tbe habit of profanity, degrading aud utNorth Buckfield.
terly foolish as it is, still lioliln a large
Robie and Henry Sturievaot were re- pirtiou of mankind in its grasp. Nor is
the habit confined to nations which are
cent guests at A. P. Mason'·.
Mrs. Melissa Crexsey went to Middle- nominally Christians, but a large fractoo, Ma«s., the 31st, to remain through tion of tbe people of all religions seem
to make the name of their deity the least
the winter.
Mrs. Caroline Sturtevant of Turner sacred word in the language.
Center ia upending a few week· with her
daughter, Mrs. Florence Warren.
Men Who Make the World.
Mr. and Mm. Wm. Crockett of Locke's
Men who make the world of to-day
WashMills, who have been visiting at
Tbe Youth'· Companion
are
ington Heald'e, returned to their home what making
it ia to-day. It i· very much mure
Monday.
than the Companion you may remember;
Miss Althea Stetson went to Bangor
no higher in purpose, but more lavish in
Thursday to attend the teachers' conven- material—larger
and improved withspetion.
cial Family Pager, Bojs' Pages, Girls'
Mrs. Florence Keene of Bast Sumner
and a constant aupply of serials
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Isabelle Swal- Pages,
ana shorter «tories.
low.
The editorial page of information,
Not all the farmers In this vicinity
science and eventa will keep
have their potatoes dug, on account of comment,
any man well informed, while tbe Famiheavy rains.
on borne improvements
Frank Warren is building a garage, ly Page helps
and ideas, and both boys and girls have
hen bouse, ice bouse and wood shed—
special pages for tbemselvea.
all combined nnder one roof.
You do the family a good turn when
tbe Youth'· Companion "a· It is to-day"
North Waterfont.
Ib sent to the home.
Fifty-two issue· a
Annie Hazetton went to Albany and
twelve. More reading than is
took home Irene Briggs, who had been year—not
found in any monthly magsz'ne at any
visiting ber.
Donald Matherson Is gaining fast, ao price.
Yuu may not know The Companion as
be can now walk.
is to-day. Let us send you tbe AnMrs. Jesse Littlefleld and baby Edith It
η mocement for 1914, with sample copies
were at Norway on a two days' trip last
containing tbe opening chapter* of A. S.
week.
of St. Timothy'· School
Mr. and Mrs. Amos McAllister are to Pier's fine story
-"Hie Father'· Son."
spend the winter with their daughter,
New subscriber· who aend $2.00 for
:owo Wednesday.
Mrs. Silas Stearns.
Edith Waterhonse has gone to Ira the fifty-two Issues of 1914 will reoeive
free tbe remaining isaue· of 1913, and a
East Waterford.
Saunders, in Albany to atay, and ia at·
copy of Tbe Companion Practical Home
F. D. Abbott of Bjroo waa at L. E. tending school there.
in
Κclntire'a the first of tbe week.
ArtborMsnning ia at Biddeford work- Calendar addition.
Thb Youth's Compahion,
Hubert York baa gone to Newry to ing in the shoe shop.
144 Berkeley St., Boaton, Ma··.
Jennie McAllister visited her parental
ivork for tbe winter driving horaes.
New subscriptions received si this
home in Stonetam

cees|financially. About |25 was taken, vay. A modern labeling maobine that way visited their daughter, Mr>. Lillian
I olds tbe wrapper· over the end· of tbe Adams, last week. Mr. Froat bad the
which will go to the church.
Mrs. Sarah Greenlaw of Portland h < tans haa been installed.
good luck to sboot a deer.
H. O. Rolfe and R. E. Pinkham went
Mrs Maud McAllister and S. C. McAltbe guest of her sister, Mrs. Albert
« ο Portland recently with auto.
lister of North Lovell have gone to Law·
Blake.
iaton on a visit.
Mrs. Helen Wakefield entertained the
North Paria.
Ernest and Harold Gammon from Mil·
Tyler Guild Nov. 1st.
West Saiaaar.

Tuesday

South Woodstock.
The Rebekahs at their regular meeting
Tuesday night bad an entertainment and

AU

dm m·

The New Federal
Income Tax Law
and all coupons date.I
goes into effect November first,
i's
March i, 1913, and any subsequent date, come under
t»v.
the
of
provisions. The regulations for the collection
which the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has issued,

leave the mr-tter still in considerable confusion.
These provide that the source at which the tax is
or
collected is the issuing company, and that no bank

to

he

trust

of 1 per cent, from any coucompany shall deduct the tax
a certificate of ownpon preiented for collection, provided
of ownership
ership is attached ; but that if no certificate
bank
receiving the
first
the
en
accompanies the coupon, tl

and attach a
coupon must deduct the tax of 1 per cent.,
certificate of its own, setting forth the person from whom
the coupon was received.
or its posCoupons from bond· of the United States,
thereot,
sessions, or a State, or any political sub-division
them.
are tax>exempt, and no certificate need accompany
This bank has on hand these blank certificates of ownfurnished to any person desirwhich will be

gladly

ership,
ing them.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

NORWAY,

MAINE.

(The bank of personal service.)

CASTORIA Fer Infants and Childrvn.
TU KUYh Hill AIviisBhcM

the

«

(&#&&&«

fhë~Ôxford

Democrat

Arthur L. Pitcli brought hom·
buck from Bethel

a

Monday morning.

•

good

Oxford Universaltst Association.
Wist Paris, Oot. 30,1918.

BLUE STORES

Good Things For the
Little Folks

NORWAY.

Maine News Note*.

Mr*. Frank Need ha πι of Bethel la the
The 69th annual neuion of the Oxford
More then 500,000 bushels of seed
November 4, 191; j gueet of her «inter, Mr*. Kmily Cook.
Association of Universaliats was held at Iriab potatoes will be «hipped Into Tex»·
Maine,
Paris,
j
Dr. Ο. Κ. Yatea of Waat Parla waa In
SWÉh
the
Universalis
church
in ihis place from Maine daring the next three
Robert W. Wheeler *m at home from
town the last «if the week.
and
t Portsmouth, }i.
Wednesday
Thursday, Oct. 29 and month·.
H., for a few days last ι 30.
M til carrier Judkiua baa made hia
week.
The "hospital muse" will be Investi- tripa with bla auto daring moat of the
The meeting was called to order at
the governor and council on bad weather.
ι
A concrete
crossing ban been put in oo 10:30 with song nervice led bj Prof. W. gated by
l'imu 1KUMK HAIL WAY.
Not. 25th, according to an order passed
Lona Noble will enter the Maine Geni Pleasant Street opposite the «table of P. 8.
of Bethel, with MUa Lane at
Wight
1913.
B. Fogg.
by the council last week.
eral Hospital, Portlyd, and train for the
Iteginninft St'O»
Rev.
R
F.
organ.
Prayer
by
Johonnot,
TRAIS» l-BAVK #t>CTH l»4.St·
Rev. George C. DeMott, who ha· for work of a nurae about the flrat of DeMr·. Wm. Culhert and Mia· Doris D. D., of Auburn.
cember. She baa leld a position with
S « a πι.. β*ρι*βΛ. <1*1 ly
K**t
.■
wr
Greeting by Rev. D. A. Ball, who aaid ten years been pastor of the Central
Culbert
have been here from Portalnd
4
;
B. F. Spinney & Co. for a long time.
l.v*l.<uily βΜβ|4 8β·α»7; J6p.m.
Jlis
in part: We welcome you aa
t for a few days
be- Congregational church in Bath, Is about
guests
<Uily.
recently.
Warren Hilla of Union baa been the
ιΊΐ'Κ^ι
"
enter
the
interest
to
ex
cause
of
»
β».
what
will
43
a.m..
pre
JaJiy
We»D
ministry.
This
Episcopal
;...
you are—representatives
Miss Myrtle Buck has finished her of an
gueat of hi· βοο, V. W. Hilla, during the
ι .·*ι. .tally exceptSun.Uy; 8:52 p.tn. j
organization wifh an honorable
was killLeo
of
Bablne,
43.
on
home
Mllo,
to
hia
:
returned
week.
He
aged
work
that is
at
the telephone exchange. Her
most every woman because
I
ciprct*.
history, a history made so because of the ed Monday afternoon by the accidental paat
Monday.
place is »aken by Mrs. Walter Hutcbina générons altruistic
of
the
memhas
returnee
spirit
Mr* J- P· R'chardeon
of Norway.
j discharge of his rifle. He pulled the
Stephen Β Cutnmings la ahingling and new and useful for the little folks can be found
bers.
to Watenrille.
riflo ont of a canoe by the muzzle. His improving bin residence on Main Street,
frt.ru a Visit
j
New coats of paint are going on to the
At the close of Mr. Ball's cordial
to see what
him. next to the Universallat church, which j here.
It is
Knthiugbam i· attend n* Universalis! church, the new Maxim greeting on behalf of the pastor and wife and adopted daughter survive
'
waa formerly the Charlea H. Haskell
out
of
.sines· College, Portland.
▲
block, and the house of M. L. Noyes, on people, Dr. Johonnot, president pro
big crop
potatoes weighing
(iri)
things are made up for the comfort and dressy
502 1-2 bushels on a measured acre of place.
Pine Street.
tem., made a fitting response.
Swett ιβ on a hunting trij.
Tbe village schools enjoyed a holiday
I
B.
A.
has
out
been
Rev.
H.
dug
by
J.
just
Little of Bethel was elected ground
appearance of them.
Aroostook County.
was taken because of a
Jackson aod his brother, Altu Uay -sville.
Cobb of Lee, who has entered It for the Friday. This day
secretary
pro tem.
the
fred
observed
H.
not
by
Jackson, have gone on a visit in
Official reports were heard and verbal prize offered by a Boston fertilizer com- holiday formerly
Mr m i Mr# !!. P. Brett of Beverly,
schools.
Brett'». the West, and will probably be away
4Γ0 guests at Charles E.
INFANT'S SACQUES fancy knit all
reports from parishes, showing a gener- pany.
COATS of Bear cloth plain and fancy,
about a month.
Norman Jodrey of Hebron waa before
Hunters in Medford brought down the
ally healthy condition.
white and white with blue or pink trim!ι Γ. Caswell of Auburn is the
\
Court Wednesday charged $2 75. $2.98.
Municipal
KMand C Torrey and family are πιόνAbout 25 delegates, representing some William Xeal's cow with a charge ot
f her cousin, Mrs. George R.
with intoxication at Hebron Sanatorium.
08c.
j
ι ini; into their new
POSSUM COATS, thick and warm, mings, 25c, 50c, 75c,
bungalow wb>cb Ins of the parishes in the Oxford Associa- buckshot through her neck—a case of After entering a plea of guilty he paid
Morton.
been built this season opposite the resi- tion, were present, among whom were: mistaken identity. The cow was in the
AND
CAPS
KNIT
TOQUES in plain
OS.
natural
$4
color,
and waa discharged.
.1 Mrs F. W. Snell have recentij dence of
R»v. William E. Gaskin, Rumford Falls; pasture. They dressed her and it is unAlbert D. Park.
white and white with colored trimmings
with his
Carl
aud
Sunday
in
Cantou
spent
A3TRACHAN
Boynton
Snell's
Mrs
parents
CHINCHILLA,
,
Rev. J. H. Little, Mrs. J. H. Little, Mrs. derstood settled with Mr. Neal for $50
25c and 50c.
F. W. Walker has been spending a few
people in town.
tor a few day».
J. S. Bnrbank, Mrs. Ο.
CLOTH COATS In browu navy and
M. Mason,
Mrs. Charles P. Kimball is in the Nor·
1 days in Harrison, and his mother accomGeorge E. Faulkner, a machinist, aged
Mrs. D. 8. Hastings, Mrs. Ames, Mrs.
GAITER DRAWERS In red, white and
some have trimmings of velvet and
l adies' Whist Club met Thursday
of
Mrs.
absence
the
grey,
was
50 years, a resident of Augusta,
way bakery during
panied him on bis return, and will make M. L. Thurston, Miss Lillian
Dr. Littletield on
Stearns,
·!ΐ with Mrs
11
rs.
Balkan
her
$2
08,
;eral
aod
8<
black,
in
Chas.
R.
if
fancy knit, 50c, OSc, $1 25.
daughter,
styles
at
her home with him here.
electrocuted
Ranger
sorrioroy,
Augusta by coming
Mrs. Agnes Annis, Bethel; Mrs. M. A.
I'ieasant Street
contact with a high tension wire while Frank H. Richardson, In Dryden.
in white, red and grey,
?.'} 08, $4 08.
SWEATERS
Mrs. Lillian Shaw bas returned from Bartlett, Mrs Cora Mae Crockett, Locke's
Will L. Libby baa been clerking at tho
in the act of attempting to rescue a dove
t he tiret o(
s. L. C. Morton returned
the Poland Spring House, where she has Mills; Mrs. Helen L. Powers, Dixfield;
BONNETS made of the while have pink or blue trimming?,
CHILDREN'S
store.
Co.'s
Furniture
Atherton
in
some
had
become
which
entangled
week fr >m a visit >f some weeks to had the same
position during the season Mrs. E. C. Andrews, Mrs. Annie Day, wires. He left a widow, two sons and
.
Mr. «nd Mrs. John J. Delehanty have corduroy in white, brown and navy, 50c, 87c, 98c, fl 50.
Mrs. Wing, Mrs. D D. Peverloy, Brvant
relatives is Massachusetts.
that she has had in previous yeare.
moved to Freeport, where Mr. Delehanty
four daughters.
trimmed with shirred ribbon and
FI.ANNEL NIGIIT ROBES
OUTING
neatly
Mr.
and
West
Mrs.
L.
C.
Bates,
of
the
Pond;
bas a position In the shoe factory.
,ular November meeting
Miss Blanche Haskell of Harrison, a
bows 08c. Corduroy bonnets in white in white and fancy color», thick and
Fireman Faye Arbor of Bridgewater
Paris; Rev. Dr. and Mrs. R. P. Johonnot,
f Trade at the assessors' office
Mra. John W. Nash aod daughter, Bergraduate of Paris High School and a Mrs. W. Ε I,eland, Auburn; Mrs. C. A. was fatally
tender and
when
the
50c.
this
week.
injured
of
\V
warm, 50c and 59c.
nioe Naab, Etta Noyés, Mrs. M. F. Gam- with blue or pink ribbon trimmings,
msday evening
former teacher in town, was the gueat of
Wood, West Paris; Mr. and Mrs. O. A. four cars of a southbound freight train
Mrs. Ida Lovejoy, Mrs. Freeland
mon,
M
ss
of
Portland
will
Buck
over
the
week
end.
Kendall
A.
SLEEPING GARMENTS thick and
A.
5
Myrtle
BEAR CLOTH and KNIT BONNETS
Thayer, Mrs. Jarvis Thayer, Paris; Mrs. on the Bangor A Aroostook railroad Young. Mrs. Mary McAllister, Mra. Eva
entary drill to the Seneca
in white and grey, 50c; another
and
ribbon
The Philathea Class of the Baptist Bonney, Mechanic Palls; Rev. Asa M. crashed through the bridge over Fish
warm,
white
and
in
Kate
Mrs.
colors,
plain
Mrs.
Eliza
Whitman,
Fogg,
the evening of Nov. 10th.
The fireman was
fearfully Cox,
church will hold a special meeting with Bradley, ht ate superintendent, Portland; Stream.
in grey for 29c.
Mrs- AltaSheen, Mrs. Martha Rowe trimmed, 25c, 50c, 87c.
grade
Κ Chapman and family have Mrs. Krauk Taylor, Tuesday afternoon at Rev. G. W. Sias, Waterford; Kev. and mangled. He was unmarried and about and Mrs. Jesse Edwards attended the
WHITE DRESSES from the first size
MITTENS in white and colore, ask to
25 years of age.
farm to their new 2 o'clock. A large attendance is desired. Mrs. D. A. Ball, West Paris.
οι the
school of instruction for the W. R. C. at
All necessary committees were apto six yeers, many are neatly trimmed
week.
lee the new thumbless kind, 25c.
of
the
first
PhIIb
tbe
of
Mechanic
for
the
removal
utly completed ou Highland
Petitions
At a meeting of the senior class of
asking
pointed.
with laces and embroidery, 25c, 50c, 75c,
Mr. and Mr·. Leater Aahton and famiI Bates College, Shirley
Sheriff Tolman and County Attorney
Avenu J.
Kiwson of this
CRIB OR CARRIAGE BLANKETS
An address on Sandav school work by
from
Howard
of
Knox Coanty and Judge ly have leased the Booker bouse on
returned
has
98c up to $2 50.
'u <» Millett
V
place was elected business mauag< r of Mrs. Dwight A Ball received hearty
with
and
Bear,
η
blue
Teddy
pink
moved from
;r.tl Maine General
Hospital, the Mirror, which is the annual publish- commendation, and closed the forenoon Hurley of the Rookland Police Court fcr Marston Street and bave
COLORED DRESSES 2 to 0 years of
Bunny, Bo-Peep, etc., 50c, 75c.
failure to enforce the prohibitory law the Rowe place on Main Street.
ie has been for several weeks for
ed by the seniors.
»
session.
of the
Hannel $1 00; 0 to 14 years of serge
wool
conaisting
A
hundred
several
hunting
party
been
have
6
by
2
to
signed
KIMONOS thick and warm,
treatu.cnt.
At 1:30 the association was again
Alt persons interested in a state road
brothers,
Walter, Bert and
trimmed, ?1 50, 1.75.
men, women and children of that county Tubbs
nratly
sizes
and
blue
$1.25;
pl>a Z»tas met Thursday even- through Paris under the uew law are in- opened with praise led by Prof. Wight. and forwarded to the
pink,
his
brother
rears, fancy
and
governor and George, Nathan Noble
Mis» Lena Everett. Α ρ ! fanant v:'ed to atteud a
and
Rev.
D.
of noting fltnnel, gingham
by
ROMPERS
Scripture
reading
prayer
of
of
last
the
wide
a
left
in
at
the as«t ss5 to 10 years
pattern··
range
mee'iug
Fred, aod James Wight
council.
enjoyed with general sociabili- rs'office, South Paris, Tuesday, Nov. A. Ball. Duet by Miss Alice Bard en and
and seersucker fur 25c and 50c.
the week for a hunting trip near Umba- ind colors, 11.75.
and
in
Arrested
Mass.,
Lawrence,
refreshments.
Prof. Wight.
Address by Rev. J. H.
in
4 1910, at 7:30 P. M.
ty u
g.>g Lake. Tbey went by auto. This
Little. Baptism of one candidate and brought to Bath by the Sagadahoc Coun- the annual
William Horatio, was born
trip for ten days.
The Baptist Woman's Mission Circle admission to convention church by Rev. ty officers, Baho Hiro has made a confesFrank A. Danforth and wife left town
ield, Pa Oct. 24tb, to Dr. and will meet with Mrs. L. C. Morton next K. P.
io Mi
Johonnot, followed by communion sion that he was implicated in the murhome Tuesday. The>
Mrs !. oard J. Neal of Boston, Mas·., ; Thursday at 2:30 P. M. sharp, t> be lol- with Rev D. A. Ball at the tiblo. Con- der of Kaesem Souleyman. For this for their southern
will stop some day* with Mrs.Danforth'tt
{ rmer of South Pari».
lowed at 3:30
the annual meeting of
addressee
Dr. murder Raseoul Kaesam Laclioli was re,
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Before You

DON'T "See
take

_

if

our

SUITS and

pretty

surprising

OVERCOATS

(Andrew

Little the Best y°u can
for your uioney.
At first glance sometimes a

by

by

ference with inspiring
Johonnot, Rev. A. M.
Jolionuot and others.

R. Tenney, at Southbefore proceeding to
Southern Pines, N. C., for the winter.
KCKJieuuru iur ιιιο.
Frauk Spinney, in the interest of the
The weights and measures department B. F. Spinney Co., was in town the
is trying to arrange for a meeting of tbe firet of ti e week. He returned to hie
local sealers throughout tbe slate, to bo ; Lynn bo:ne after two days.
held at the State house some time in
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Smith baVfe moved
January. Lewis A. Fisher, of tbe stan- to Auburn, where they have secured pudard weights and measures department HI 1 UUP.
to
at Washington, has been secured
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Pendexter bave
speak providing enough sealers agree returned from a week'* visit in Boaton
to attend to make the trip worth while. and New York.
Circulars are being sent out by the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Hathaway
State department, giving notice of the are in Portland for a visit. Mr. Hatha
meeting.
way's sister, Julia Hathaway, has gono
the
Ths first thooght-it-was-a-deer case to her home in Massachusetts for
for the season was reported from Abbott, winter.
HerBeverly Troman, while at work on the
tnd occurred on Sunday, Oct. 26
bert Foster, aged 25, of Guilford, was «ewer, stuck a pick into his foot, mak'hot by Morris Crocket', aged 14, of Ab-, iog a very bad wound. He is cuufined
bott and died four hours later. Foster j to his home but recovering as rapidly as
and Joseph Smith were watching for j could be expected.
Mrs. Flora Stearns has returned from
leer in a Held beside tbe msin rond j
when the Crockett boy came along. In a visit with Mrs. Emma Abbott at Har
the growing dusk he mistook Foster for rinon.
Charles Edwin Brown, who died at tin»
fired a charge of :
« deer, he said, and
Maine General Hospital Oct. 23d, wa«
buckshot into his body.
and Anion
1 (he sou of Abigail Swett
A partnership has been formed b<)· Uruwn. He wax born in Cauaau, June
tween H. G. Swett of Weld and George
13, 1838. He wan educated in the comKneeland of Carthage and tbe old Aus- mon schools. He was a soldier in the
tin & Sanboru spool mill has been leased civil war. He never took
part in politiFor a term of years. Messrs. Swett and cal matters, in
He
or church.
socie'y
Kneeland will engage in the manufacture never married.
His brother?, F. J
he
[>f dowels and later machinery will
Brown of West Sumner and Lrroy Brown
A 100 hone
idded for making spools.
jf Mason, survive him. He was respectthe
and
power engine will be installed
pd by all.
machinery will bo placed in position in
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Garland am!
winter.
the
saw
birch
to
lime
coming
Family were in town during the week
This will be a boom for Weld.
calling on their various friends before
Sheriff Everett G. Scully of Cumber- returning to their homo in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Luck have tak n
land County died very suddenly from
the 27th, the Fred Allen rent on Beal Street, anil
heart trouble on Monday,
in
while watching for liquor smugglers at will commence housekeeping there
Scsrboro. Sheriff Scully was appointed one».
Hobl>*'
by Governor Haines to succeed Sheriff, The A. L. Clark Drug Co. at
Moulton, who was removed by the legis- Variety Store, Main Street, will have an
Rev. C.
cently sentenced to the Maine state pris- brother,
Mass.,
on for life.
On Friday Hiro was also hridge,

Mearle Monk is at home from the Haptist Ladies' Aid.
Bradley, Mrs.
here she has been teaching, her
Mrs. H. N. Bolster, who ha.·' been visTKa ιιναίιίηπ nrniûA uurvii>n via 1 ul hv
t
tving been closed on account of i'inK the family of her St n, Harry T.
Rev. Κ. Κ Johonuot. Prayer was υ fered I
: valence of meningitis.
; Jordan, in Philadelphia, for the past two
bv Rev. William Ε. Gaskiu. Miss Alice
>ter Chapman shows the Demo· months, intends returning to her home
the
Btrden rendered two solos durio
irrot which he thinks ie pretty in this place the present week.
» vening
session. A Herman by Re\ Mr. '
It is of the
■· entitled to the prize.
Members of the Ladies' Circle of the Bradley on Econ «mice, applyioi
the
tit variety, is 13 inched in circum- G. A R are
requested to meet at their thought to the religious life as « ill as
and
at the largest size,
weighs room at 7 o'clock sharp on Thursday business, was inspiring and full of helpevening. Nov. 0th. for practice of woik ful thoughts.
Let all try to come if possible.
Thursday morning the association
er John A. Titus spent a few day»
at 8:45 with praise service and
ig last week »t hi· camp in the
There will be a rehearsal for the full opened
! Κ ver Region. Saturday morning degree staff of Mt. Mica Lodge for the conference led by Dr. Johonnot and
At 9:30
bi >u^ht borne a good fat four-point First Degree on Tuesday evening, and prayer by Kev. J. fi. Little.
it. Mm. Titus meanwhile visited in the degree will be worked ou two candi- business session. Officers elected were I
as follows:
itlatid, and Mr and Mrs. Harry D. date» at the meeting Thursday night.
PreeMeot—J- P. Hutchinson, Auburn.
le kept the jail.
1
The new Grange Hall on Maple Street
Vice·President— Rev. U W. Slas, Waterfonl.
Secretary—Kev. Wll.Um E. liankln, Rumfortl
Meeting of the South Paris Village is plastered and ready for the finish to
Falls.
1
Tporation in Engine House Hall Tues· ; go on, and there seems to be good reason
Treasurer—C. A. Bonney, Turner Center.
There in just vue to expect that it will be ready to occupy
ay evening at 7:30.
M line Universalisa» and the
j
Address,
the
meeting—to as bad been hoped about the first of De
matter to come before
Larger Church, by Rev. A. M. Bradley,
*ee what action the corporation will take cember.
Address by Rev.
state superintendent.
of
the
to
judgin regard
payment*
There will he a meeting of the Baptist G. W. Sias.
ment» of Almira J.
Kenney and the Ladies' Aid next
Thursday afternoon at
Afternoon—Praise service led by Pro- I
('uinminga Manufacturing Co., and to 'Λ:'·\0 o'clock, directly after the missionary fessor
Wight. Prayer by Rev. W. Gasraiiie money to pay the same.
meeting, at Mrs. L C. Morton's. Annual kin.
l)uet by Mrs. Chase and Professor!
1
Thin Monday evening the Seneca Club t>ffict»rN will be elected, and a large at- Wight. The afternoon was largely de
is
Mrs
and
desired.
tendance
voted to the Women's Mission Circles
is entertained by Mrs. Wilson
Mason
and Work, with Mrs. Ο. M
Stewart at Mm. Stewart's. Peru is the
Superintendent Bowker, of the Water
topic of the evening's program which is Department, announced that the water leader. Voted to accept the iuvi.ation
with Rumford Falls church at
in full as follow·:
wiil be drawn off this week from the to meet
.Tidbits of «Il anil wU<tom dams of the
the 70 h annual session, October, 1914.
Roll call
and
the
Brook
Cooper
Stony
Mrs. KaMuiaii
The Con<iu*at of Vertt
The following resolutions were passed:
Mrs Morton Spring brook for the purpose of cleauing
Perd anil It* Capital
Resolved, That the sincere thanks of
Mrs. Smiley out the
basins.
The Hallways of Peru
storage
Mr·. Wheeler
the Oxford Association be extended to
Vocal solo
M s-es Muriel B>wker, Velma Lord, the pastor anil parish of West Paris for
In attendance on the stale teachers' Lulu
I)avi$, Marie Newton and Mildred their cordial hospitality; also to Profesconvention at Bangor last week were Mix πι
spent two days of the school sor Wight and Miss Alice Bardeu for the
Superintendent Burr F Jones, Principal recess, Thursday and Friday, at C. M. tine music rendered.
John S. Carver, Mies Jeanne Towle and Titcornb's
Tbey
camp at Hall's Pond.
Resolved, That the efforts of the gov- I
Mrs. Al ta Rankin of the high school.
were chaperoned by Mrs. C. W. Bowker.
ernor of the state to enforce the laws
fourth
of
the
Franck
grade
Mise Lena K.
which have led to
Our delayed coltl weather came all against liquor selling
and Mink Sylvia Weare of the Pleasant
of some sheriffs, the resThose schools whose right Friday and Fridav night. Satur- the deposition
Street Primary.
ignation of others and the tilling of
teachers were absent were suspended day morning thermometer readings were
with men who have at·
man these υtlices
10
One
from
and
variously
up
reported
Friday.
Thursday
enforcement of the lature.
The governor has nominated
the fie· zing of water iu a hens' tempted a faithful
reported
me.-ts with our hearty fo'· his successor
A car of the United States Bureau of
King F. Graham of
dish to a thickness of an inch prohibitory law,
drinking
F iheries went through on the afternoon and a
approval. We believe it has been dem- West brook, who is one of Scull v's depuquarter.
'r tin Thursday, bringing a large quantionstrated that the law can be enforced. ties, has twice or more been tbe ProhiA concrete sidewalk has been laid We call upon all judges, sheriffs, county bition candidate for sheriff, and actively
ty <>f young trout and salmon front the
1 ,reen
Lake hatchery. Sixty cans of from the walk iu front of A. L. Tubbs' a'torneys, police officers and others in engaged in tbe enforcement of tbe pro<b were unloaded at this station for store across the lot of the Maine Power official positions to faithfully fulfil their hibitory law.
s rway waters and the Five Kezirs in Co., and a plank walk across the corner duties in this regard, and we pledge ourEverett M. Dore, a Monson trapp-r,
Waterford, and a number of cans were of the pit from the concrete walk to the selves as a church and as individuals to lost his life in an unusual manner. He,
a
acof
the
so
to
all
s
end
officers
bridge,
Par
to
in
making
Shagg
practically support
; was
.ken off at West
go
every way
driving to the north of tbe town to!
Γ nd and other streams aud ponds in continuous walk.
ing.
visit a line of traps he bad set. Seeing a
the
sudden
death,
that section.
Very recently, by
The Pleasant Street sewer reached the
squirrel which be desired to kill and use
Rev. Geo. G Hamilton, 0. D., of Everett,
his gun.
About the handsomest freight train Oxford County Creamery Saturday night Mass has been taken from our ministry. as bait for bis traps, he cocked
Besides the cream
Paris by a grand hustle
Just then his horse started to run and he
it ever passed through Siuth
not only removes one who was
death
His
What's ery connec ions will be put in on that
laid tbe weapon on the seat. A few secven' east Thursday afternoon.
well beloved throughout our church deand Dore
t: at?
You didn't know there was such street by Mr. Wright, Mrs. Hall and Mr. nomination and was a tower of strength onds later it was discharged
A branch sewer will be put in
received injuries from which he died an
a handsome freight train? Bolster.
a thing as
but als<> one well knowu in our
to the therein,
hour later at the village where he was
Well, this was. It was drawn bv one of on Maple Street from the Square
midst, oue who had rendered tine servico >aken
by men who saw the accident. He
tbe largest engines used on the road, one new house of Mrs. George H. Davis.
one
at
was
He
in our local churches.
was 55 years of age and leaves a widow,
the 5U0" class. Of its forty cars the
Next Sunday, Nov. 9, World's Temper- time a pastor of a church in this associaa daughter and four sons.
"st thirty-five were brand new b<>x cars, ance
Sunday will be observed in the tion and frequently preached at our
steel frame and all of one type. The
the
services
in
Suuin
various
and
at
The lumber cut in Maine the coming
morning by special
places
grove meetings
effect was damaged by hitching a mis- day schools; and in the evening by η our
to ;
county. We deem it fitting, there- season will be very large according
on
old
cars
of
five
llaneous collection
union service held at the Congregational fore, to put on record our sense of loss reports received from different sections
uonot
were
tbe tail end, but they
very
church in which all the pastors will par- in his death, and our grateful apprécia-1 of the state. The cut in Aroostook
ticeable.
ticipate Music will be furnished by a tion of his Christian character, bis ability county will be heavy and many new
rehave
The amount
Two handsome monuments
union of the four church choirs, and an as a preacher and his readiness ever to camps will be established.
needed for tbe many pulp and lumber
ntly been set in Riverside Cemetery, opening praise service of song will be serve in the Master's cause.
held.
τι tbe Garland lot and the Garland Mer·
MeetiDg begins at seven o'clock.
Resolved, That we memorialize the; mills will be millions of feet, in addition
its board of to that received from Canada and the
rill lof, which are aide by side 011 the
of Deering Memorial General Convention through
Aid
Indies'
The
cemeand if possible to Provinces. Daring the summer not a
ver bank at tbe ea<t side of the
their regular monthly trustees to consider,
will
hold
church
massive
at the Panama Exposi- few of tbe contractors have built camps,
monuments are
The
ery.
of their church on maintain a booth
which meeting in the vestry
tion to be held at San Francisco in 1915, and in tbe sections where operations
I eces of the old Westerly granite,
of
ladies
the
All
afternoon.
Thursday
a handsome stone of light color and fine
for the distribution of literature and will be continued from last winter, exthe Aid are especially invited to come
On the top of the Garl ind Mer
matter as shall promote our, toncivn ranairs have been made. One of
t xture.
and thread, as there is such other
needle
and
bring
with
the moat perplexing problems
i monument is a polished ball which is
coast.
Each lady is cause on the Pacific
be done.
to
some
sewing
is
For this monu<>( dark Quincy granite
Resolved, That we, as members of the | which the contractors have to deal
to bring some article of food
a-ked
also
Already
cotise- j the securing of necessary help.
Oxford
Association,
ment the design was made by L<>ren B.
Universalis!
in a covered dish, to be used iu the mysciate ourselves anew to the cause of many of the contractors are advertising
Merrill, who did not find in the regular tery
supper they will hold that evening,
for help but the responses thus far have j
'■signs anything that was just what he to which the husbands of the ladies of Christ and endeavor to live a deeper
While conditions in the
furnished
more zeal and en- been few.
showing
wanted, so he made this, and
life,
ligious
come
Ladies
the Aid are invited.
please
that those with whom we woods as far as maintenance and keep
.m exact model to the maker of the mon
thusiasm,
afternoon.
in
the
early
I are concerned, are better than ever become in contact tray be imbued with its
u oient.
Please not forgtt to come to the Good spirit. May we carry home sufficient in
fore, and the wages are higher there are
Nov 20 and 21 are the dates of the
Cheer supperaud entertainment at Good epilation from this meeting to induce; but few responses to the appeals of the
comic drama, "The Doctor," which will
Cheer Hall Tuesday of tbis week. Nov. many more to attend the 70th anuual contractors. Up to a few years ago all
bo presented in New Hall under the au*·
the necessary help could be secured in
4
Supper will be tirst-clase in every re- session.
men of the Universalis! par
of
the
pice*
1 Committee the Hmaller towns but now the majority
M. Mason,
and the entertainment which will
0.
spect,
ish. Rehearsals are already in progrès
on
of the laborers io the woods, other than
be giveu by the smaller children of the
A lick Coka Wood, >
The east is:
Resolutions busses and foremen, come from the laSunday School will oonsist of two childEliza 8. Lkland,
Dllllngton Hopper; a New York «lock
boring ranks of the larger cities.
ish dialogue*, "Little Grandmas," and
broker, who wanU *ome fun—an get* tt
Income Tax Do You Pay?
Ralph Andrew· "Thauksliving," beside# song* and reci- How Much
A Clean Record In the Canal Zone.
Tliomaa IMcton, hi* friend, who want* peace—
tations. Cotue aud see how interested
The income tax law passed by con- j
Eugene Lowell
an<l doe*o't get tt
Those who have been following the
will get in the little oues if you are grei-s weut into effect Nov. lit, so it is
waul*
who
ol<1
you
nice
a
man,
< rumley Chug*»,
Sociable for all to follow. dow operative. Had you noted that un- remarkable record of the work of sanitathe widow—an<l get* her,— A. L. Holme; not already.
have
Napoleon Β I'lunker. an Inventor, who want*
Prices as usual, aud supper at 6:45.
der it every person in the country is tax- tion of the Isthmian canal, and
the earth—and keep* on wantlug
watched the gradual reduction of the
ed one per ceot on hi» annual income?
Κ. J. Record
Paris Schools.
That's so, but dou't get alarmed, be- deat !>rate and the elimination of preventMm Kanny May fair, a dashing young widow,
who want·» a "lark"— and ha· It
At the recent meeting of the Paris cause the large majority of us don't have able disease, have hoped that before the
Ml** Maud Marti!
School Board, it was decided that the to. There is exempt $3000 of the in- monumental work of constructing the
Mr·. Aua*ta*la Klllowby, another widow, who
fall term of the common schools shall come of each individual, or in case of canal was finished it might be possible
wanta to elope—and la dl*appolnte<l.
1
Ma*oi
Ml*· Cora·!.
close on Dec. 0, and of the high schools husband and wife living together, a total for Colonel Gorgas to present a report
KlUe Hlcton, Toiu'i» wife, who want· revenge—
It was also voted that there of $4000 from their joint incomes may be that would be clean as far as death from
on Dec. ID.
and then there'· trouble,
«hall be no school on Friday following exempted. So that lets out most of us. disease was concerned. The report of
M lea Arllne Crockei
Nevertheless, some of the most hum- the Department of Sanitation' for the
Thanksgiving, that day to be made up
(!ood Cheer Hall and ita vicinity wen ,
Birthday. The quee- ble of us are likely to run up against month of August, 1913, just received,
on Washington's
!
whei
very spooky place* Friday evening,
tion of the proper supervision of the strings of red tape in connection with shows that during that month there
the Hallowe'en sociable waa given nndei noon hour was discussed at length. And
the law. For instance, it Is the purpose were thirty-nine deaths from all causes
ladies
of
the
Universalist
the auspice·
collect the Income among the employees of the canal comto
the Boar! placed itself on record as fa- of the law
and
witchea
white
and
goblin·
in
(•hosts
voring the plan of having the teacher re· aa far as possible, "at its source." missioners. Of these, one, a Peruvian,
In black wandered about the atreet
that period at tbe school- So, if you have tucked away somewhere died of malaria; another, a Spaniard, of
I main during
greeted the guests with outstretche< house whenever a number of pupils eat a little bond in which you invested to alcoholism, and the third, a Greek, of
hand, or paraded the hall in the din , their dinners there. Miss Gladys Dahelp float some local enterprise, and you appendicitis. The only deaths among
I
light of jick-o-lantern·. The ghost dril mon of South Paris was elected to finish carefully cut off a two-dollar coupon white Americans which ocourred daring
one
by a dozen yoaog ladies masked in white
oat the fall term at the Tuell Town from that bond when It Is due and carry the month were two from violence*
each carrying a jack-o lantern. waa ei
school which was vacated by Bliss Nora it to the bank at payment, you oan't get due to an accident on the railway and
fur
ceedmgly well done. An orcheatra
a certhe other to an accident in the quarry.
a cent on it until you bave signed
Dunham on account of illness.
nished tine music for the entertainmen E
tificate stating that you own the bond, Among the 12,481 white American men,
fol
which
Notes.
and the program of games
children on the Isthmus conDeering Memorial Cburch
etc.—you will learn further details later. women and
lowed, and appropriate decoration· ο
is,
Kev. C. I. Spear preached to a large
However, if it la a bond of the United nected with the commission—that sina
the ball added to the general effect
on the subject of "Oin- States, a state or any subdivision there- empluyeea and their families—not
congregation
to
on
were
also
sale,
The
refreshments
ocourred.
disease
Light
drances" from the text, "What binders of, oounty, municipality, water district, gle death from
gether with a witch··' broth, of wbicl , me to be baptized?" In the evening or otber, the opinion seems to be that exodus from the Canal Zone haa already
to get t
some actually drauk enough
begun; those employeea whose work bas
Holy Communion was observed, three no certificate is required.
are returning to the Unigood taat·—but do more. A good ou m being
and one being received
It may be added that the law la new, been completed
baptized
The
with their famille·.
ber attended.
and while the opinion which was ex- ted States
by letter.
citizens resident in
Next Sunday Kev. A. T. McWhorter pressed in coDgrees that there la a law- number of American
The Euterpeao Club has its Xovembe r
with the pastor. suit in every line of it may be exagger- the Canal Zone will probably decrease
meeting on Tuesday afteroooo, being eo will preach io exchange
of ateadily in the future. It la a fitting cliMonday night the Official Board meets ated, still the details of the operation
tertained by Miss Thayer and Mrs. Gra; f
The Journal of the Americnn
in tbejMtll vestry.
the law are not well understood by any max, says
The topic of the pre
at Miss Thayer's.
to the work of ColI
WednWtfay night at 7:15 olass meeting one yet, and the whole matter Is "in Medical Association,
gram is "Music of the Sea," and the ful
onel Gorgas, which has challenged the
followed by singing school led by Mr. great confusion."
program is:
of the civilised world, that
However, here's one straight tip. If admiration
and Mrs. George Bur ο ham, and physical
Hull tall—Current M us 'cal Event·
than three huodred the month which probably mark· the
culture class led by Mias Franck.
your income is less
"
of
Du
tide
American occupancy of the
Flano
Huffman—<>ver the (tolling Sea
Thursday afternoon meeting of the dollars a year, taken out in store goods, high
Mrs. Da ugh rat y
Mrs. Wilson
Zone should have passed without
Ladies' Aid. In the evening the men and the government invites you to sub- Canal
Foeo 1
sworn to be- a single death from diaeaae in the AmerBarry Cornwall—The Sea
are invited and a covered diab supper mit a statement of income,
MlssSwett
fore a notary public or a coroner, don't ican colony.
will be served.
not
Tolmao—O, Beetle** Ttde
disregard it on the plea that you'restateNERVOUS AND SICK HBAD1CHES.
Miss To loi an
South Paris Savings Bank.
subject to the tax. Make your
it
Savmake
Hoffman
Paria
of
Torpid liver, oonatipated bowel· and
Tales
Sam
expenfrom
South
may
offenbach—Barcarolle
ment, or Uncle
The trustees of tbe
Ml*· Grace Dean
and
is apt to disordered stomach are the cause of
ings Bank held a meeting Saturday divi- sive for you. The government
Take Dr. King's New
Macdowell—The Sea
make trouble for people who fall to re- these headaches.
declared tbe regular semi-annual
New Life Pills; you will be surprised
Mrs. Smiley
after
and
on
invitations.
its
to
be
will
which
payable
dend
spond
bow quickly you will get relief. They
Tbe
vharvenks Barcarolle
the fifteenth of tbe present month.
This Will Inter··t Mothers.
stimulate the different organs to do their
Mr*. Brlckett
treasurer shows an increase
the
of
report
Mother Urav'» Sweet Powder· for Children i work properly.
No better regulator fur
of
Schubert—Am Meer
in «he deposits for tbe past year
relieve FeverUhuesn, Hea<Uche, Uad Stomech, liver and bowels.
Take 25c and invest
Miss Davis
an increase in tbe reserve
move and regulate the BowDisorder·,
and
Teething
88,
$23,374
of new els and destroy worms. They break up oolds In j in a box to-day. At all druggists or by
1'oei a
number
Tbe
Κ log* ley—Τ be Sands o' Dee
of
12,500.00.
fund
All mail. H.
hours. Used by mothers for 8i years.
£. Bucklen 4 Co., PhiladelMrs. (iray
A. 8.
during tbe year Is two I ■M
! accounts opened
druggists 3bc. Sample Free. AddnMS, U-47 pbla and St. Louis.
Piano Dt °
Obe on—Mermaid's Song
and nineteen.
Olmsted, Le Boy, W. Y.
hundred
1
Shurtleff
Mrs. Wlggln
M

<

{

j
j

J
j

re-1
j
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sm/ley sΥδτεη

looks

as

good

:s

a

$15

new
one.

It is the wearing that later tells
the difference. There's a difference in who makes the garThe same cloth
ment, too.
made into

a

coat

by

two differ-

manufacturers may in one
cas.e give perfect satisfaction,
ent

while the other will be very

unsatisfactory.

"Kirschbaum Clothes"
all wool, (2) completely shrunk by the London
cold-water process. (3) tailored by hand, (4) sewn with silk
In no other overcoats or suits at like priccs can you
thread.

pre

guaranteed (1)

fecure

all these

qualities.

Come In to See Our New Kirschbaum Overcoats
New Styles
Popular Colors

$18

$16

$15

$12

$20

$7.50 and $10
Boys' Overcoats, $3 to $12.

We have other coats for

F. H. Noyes Co.

srofi^JL

(2 Stores)

Soutlv Paris

Norway

cod.)
The Eimcr S. Mammon farm In Woodstock : about 1(H) arret*; building* newly repaired;
two nillen
rater Mipply; 1ΚΌ apple tree*; mowing largely miu-hliie work; on main enmity road,
ami
cedar
In
nil
ο
t
un
pine
mlock,
ty
rum Went Paris depot; considerable territory woode<l ; good <|
ea lv for market; eome iiulp.
with mixed growth
WOODI OT near above; joins main road; 40 nc-e« nearly all ντοxlct
to beet market In
ontalnlng large amount of pine anil pulp wood; all easy to get ami handy
•xford County.
and U a
lo be «old on account of death In family anil poor health of owner,
Thle

are

I 46

property
bargain. Apply to

ALTON C. WHEELER, lawyer. SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

WINTER

MEN'S

UNDERWEAR

j

Effie Akera.

Charles Cooper Is the bead workman
i>n
Mrs. George Wood's work. Mis |
Wood is improving her place on Cottage
Street by replacing the old shod with a

modern addition.
The Civil Service Commlnsion will
hold an examination in this place, Saturday, Nov. 8tb, for rural free delivery
carrier at Bethel.
C. B. Cummings & Sons are filling In
And grading the blacksmith shop lot on
Bridge Street, thus improving the pr< ρ
erty and Htreet.
Daniel L. Brett of Otisfleld has sold
nearly all the potatoes be raised on the
prize acre in Nortoay village and South
Paria viilage. They were good onex.
He bad a little over 400 bushels on the

Cold weather is just around the corner.
You'll soon need heavier underwear.
We're provided for all underwear needs
With a large stock of desirable goods.
All grades and all kinds from light
weight cotton to the heaviest wool.

$2.50

Medlicott underwear, natural gray, < xt'a heavy, for
Natural gray wool uni'etwear, up lo 50 size, for

1.50
1.50

Camel's hair double breasted underwear
Natural gray wool underwear, double breasted
Natural gray wool underwear, single breasted

1.12^
1.00

i.oo

Wiight's fleece lir.ed undtrwear
Extra heavy fleece lined underwear

50c

50c
3.00

color
Jeney knit,
natural
knit,
gray wool unions....
Cooper
Natural gray wool unions, up to 50 size
Natural gray Jersey knit unions
Jersey knit unions, rcru color
ecru

Medium

weight gray

2.00

1.50

wool shirts and drawers

Natural gray, medium

weight

1.00

Wre pay *2 per cent interest

50c
50c

150

ONE

PRICE

CLOTHIER

[f your

SAVED HIS FOOT.
FT. D. Ely, of Bantam, O., suffered

system is

run

down and weakened try

OF HYPOPHOSPHITES

helps to re.'tore strength, health and vigor to the
'utnishing the elements needed t > icplenish wasted
a
By helping to enrich the blood, it tends to promote
It

■nore

The name—Doan's Inspires confidence—Doan's
Kltlnev Pill* tor kidney Ills. Doan's Ointment
Doan's Regulets for a mil
for skin Itching.
laxative. Sold at all drug stores.

comfortable

digestion, greater

It is a tonic that is
back. Price $1.00.

railroaders, laborer*,

entire system by
blood corpuscles.
keener

energy and bettor health.

guaranteed

to

satisfy

or

appetite,

your money

rely on Dr. Thomae' Kc'ectlc Oil. Fine for
In every
euts, burns, bruises. Should be kept
bom·. 25c and SOc.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

Harn.

Chas fi Howard Co

In Mexico, Oct, 28, to the wife of John
Cormier, a daughter.
In South Paris, Oct. 27, to the wife of Stanley
J. Chapman, a son.
Id ParU, Oct. 23, to the wife of Freedom S.

South Paris

.Married.
In Norway, Oct. 28, by Rev. H. J. Bruce, Mr
Clarence*. Dunham and Miss Grace G. Flood,
bot 11 of Norway.
Id Waterforu, Oct. ϊβ, by Πβν. G. W.Slas.Mr.
John K. Flint and Miss Flora B. Kneeland both

23, by Rev. Wm. II. Mou»le>
Mr. Maurtc· Bowker and Mrs. Kllun R. Cum
mlngs, both of 8outh Pari·.
Died.

Maine

At the Greenhouse,

In Buckfield, Oct. 31, John N. Irish, aged 75
years.
In Gllead, Oct. 28, Mr·. Jane Bennett, aged 84
years.
In Dlxfleld, Oc*. 2β, Irvla Deane.

E. P. CROCKETT,

ill

SOUTH

On Woodbury Hill, Pari·,

(In Partridge Sohool Diatrlot)

Wed., Nov. 12, 1913, at 10 A. M. CASTORIA

For Intuits and ChldrtR.

Tki Klid Yon Hava Alwajs Bracht
WANTED

proprietor
MAINE.

PARIS,
Bears the

Signature
of

With Cabinet Base, Fitted
for Coal or for Wood

attractive new style embodies every desirable feature, and successfully meets the demand
for a thoroughly constructed modern cooking
cost. We call especial
range in liberal sizes at moderate
attention to the fact that this range is made in two distinct sizes —the 8-18 and 8-20, both having six 8-inch
Oven, fire-box. ash-pan and flues are of genercovers.
The direct draft oven damper, removable firesize.
ous
box grates, removable oven top and bottom, and removable nickel bands are all features of this construction.
The finest stove on the market for hot water connections. Come in and see our stoves.

THIS

LONGLEY & BUTTS,
Main Street,

Bargains

Norway, Me.

in Footwear

Wc have a small lot of Men's Boot* small sizes, 5 and 5$. WalkThose that
and $1.00.
over and Fit/.u, $3.50 and $4.00 grade, for $1.50
of
the
$1 00 for
but
think
of
out
are
price,
for
we are selling
$1.00
style,
and
the
Remember
; nothing
sizes,
00.
and
5
5$
that
were
shoes
$4
$3.50

larger.

Women's Patent Leather Oxfords, Princess Louise, $2.00

grade

for

$1.25.

Women's Kid Oxfords, Princess Louise, 2.00 grade for $1.50.
Women's Velour Calf Oxfords, Princess Louise, $2.00 grade for $1.50.
These we have mentioned are only a few of the many bargains tha

we are now

NOTICE.
Tho subscriber hereby gives notice that he
h ni been duly appointed administrator of the

to sell Ο. I. C. pig· sired by high scoring
registered boar, a colt six months old, estate of
U. I'KKLEY MCA LA8TKK. late of Loveil,
heifer two years old, (possibly some yearof Oxford, deceased, and given
In tho
ling*) and a fresh cow;aiao to get win- bonds County
AU persons hatlnj
as the law directs.
cowa that should demands
against the estate of said deceased arc
a lot of small tools too numerous to tered some good yonng
tho
same
for
some
to
settlement, and
desired
and
all
present
winter,
yearlings,
give milk
mention.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make
and to buy some good stock hay.
FBAHK A. FARHAB.
payment Immediately.
ERNEST S. BÀRTLETT,
Oct. 31st, 1913. VIRUIL B. MACALA8TKB.
Albert D. Park Auctioneer,
44-46
Eaat Stoneham, Maine.
South Parla, j 44 46
44-45

|

MAINE.

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT
The
Modern Clarion

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

of Swe<len.
In Portland, Oct.

Twelve head of oattle, farming tools,
and lome household foroltare.
Vit
Two cows, four two-year-old heifer*,
(oar one-year-old helfera, two calves,
one set two-horse traverse sleds, one oxcart, one spring-tooth Osborne barrow,
plows, cultivators, ox-yokes, chains and

Store

The

Strout, a son.
Id Mansfield, Pa., Oct. 21, to the wife of l>r.
Leonard J. Neal, a ion, William Horatio.

PARIS.

COMPANY,
I

REXALL TONIC SOLUTION

from horrible ulcer on bia foot for four
but
year*. Doctor advised amputation,
he refuied and reluctantly tried Bucklen's Arnica Salve as a last resort, lie
"I used your salve and my
then wrote:
Beet
foot was soon completely cured.1'
rrmedy for burn*·, cuts, bruises and tcGet a box to-day. Only 25c. All
zcma.
druggists or by mail. H. E. Bucklen A*
Co., Philadelphia or St. Louis.

TRUST

PARIS

SOUTH

MAINE

NORWAY

elieek aooount.

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

aqc
1.00

on

Savings Department Connected with

Η. B. FOSTER,

The apple shippers are using the Mi·
tonic Block cellar fort store nouse. It
la large, well finished and the best in the
village for that purpose.
Philip H. McAllister is at work for C.
B. Cummiugs & Sons turning dowels.
Mr. McAllister is an expert at the bus

banking with US,

l)o YOUR

underwear

Boys' heavy
Boys' tan mixed, fleece lined
Bo)s' gray wool undtrwear
Boys' unions, all grades up to

The best protect/on you cîi/i have l'or your
I'll m ily is Α II ΑΧ /ί ACCÔUXT. The best jtroteetion you can have l'roiu eretlitors or sickness, or
haril times, is A If A A /i" .\ C C ί )US T. It' you have
nowV
not any money in the lunik, why nut begin
Λ bank account will l'ortiïy your home against
misfortune, ami you will not have to mortgage it
if unfortunate circumstances arise, because you
will be prepared with Λ HAX/t ACCOUXT,

1.00

fleece lined underwear

acre.

AUCTION

$10 garment when it is

For Sale, Farm and Timber Lot.

j

mechanics,

buy

MAINE.

NORWAY.

I'pening during the week commenciiu:
N. v. 31.
Mrs. Emma Culllnan entertained the
Pant Noble Grand· of Mt. Hope Rebekah |,
Lodge Tuesday evening with a select,1
ρirty of friends at supper. After the)
hour was enjoyed. j
«upper a social
Among those present were: Mrs. Eva
Kimball, Mr·. Alice Danforth, Mrs. A-ia,
Libby, Mrs. Bertha Evirs, Mrs. Maggie
Libby, Mrs. Ella Harriman, Mrs. Ger-;
trude Libby, Mrs. Cora Kimball, Mrs.
L'innie Tubbs, Mrs. Nora Keene, Mis. I

Farmers,

six

not a

are

.-

!

for Yourself"

tut

certainly
everything

department

Buy

word, or the
other fellow's argument,
our

ottering.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

Opera House Block,

Telephone 38-2.

Norway, Maine.

<
StlfVM ΪΠίρΜΜΜRoof*.
Wottotu architects art often puarisd \
<
r the origin of the Japanese root

HOMEMAKERS COLUMN.

irve tad the ease

FULL LINE OF
Coatoataeat Versiu Satisfaction.

Millinery

«-Fall

Doe· the church teach that » man
hoold be satisfied with hi· present con-1!
itioo, no nutter what that condition
unnay be? Look hoar·, abort wage·,
an i tary workshop·, unhealthy home·,
□educate minda? Nothing could be
The whole
arther from the truth.
rend of ita leaching ia in the oppoalte
Some men are •oeerlngly
lirectlon.
submisayiog that the Church teacbea
obetaion, and that, therefore, it ia an
le in the way of real progress. I want
beο point out the difference between
"satisfied."
ng "content" and being
Tbe Cible exhorta men to be Content. It
loea not teach that they are to be aatia-

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,
Millinery and Fancy Goods,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

BOWKER BLOCK,

accurately con·
net what their architects design.
lie curve of a Japanese temple roof
lae

led.

There ia a great difference between
he two. St. Paul said that he had
earned, In whatsoever state he wae,
'therewith to be content." He had
earned how to make the best of things
But in the same epietle
* they were.
"Not aa though I had aiιβ added:

eady attaiued, either were already perThia one thing I do: forgetting
ecr.
be thinga which are behind (the successI press on." Be
• and the failures),

content, but not satisfied.
Satisfaction is derived from the Latin
vords "satis" and "faclo," which mean
naking or 'having enough. ContentDent ia from the Latin" coutiueo," which
or to hold one'· self
uean· to

When You Want a Thing Done
Right, Do It Yourself

ras

contain,
ogetber.
Contentment lies Id one1· self. Satlsaction is derived from external objects
of
Contentment means the etjj tyment
vbat one has, but it does not imply that

The man who wants his tobacco cut up for him
months before he smokes it, just to save a minute's time,
cannot blame the manufacturer because the tobacco gets
dried up, burns fast in his pipe and scorches his tongue.

bas reached the ideal. It is not in
lifference or laz-ness. Ii does not de
noralize character or hinder noble aslirationa or brave endeavor after im»nv

get fresh

tobacco—cut it up youronly
self as you use it, from the Sickle plug. Then you get all the
original flavor and moisture that have been pressed into the plug
and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper—and you are rewarded
by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
There's

one

way to

provement.

however, that one is
elf-contained,—the master of one's self.
S'.· man can reach out after belter and
ligher things until he has conquered
It doe· mean,

limself. Solomon, the wise king, once
■aid, "He that rule'h bis spirit is greater
ban be that 'aketb a city."
And so the Cliutch is with the toiler
things. It
η bis struggles after better
l<<e* not teacb that a man must be satisled. It does teach that a man should
com
earn to be content,—and so does
noo sense teacb it.

Every day more smokers are coming back to the good old
Sickle plug and satisfaction. Buy a plug of Sickle at your dealer's
—and note how much more tobacco you get, when there's no
package to pay for.

absorbent cotton iu tbe
all
μ»Ιιη of your gloves will take up
luoiMiire >1 the bauds and prevent «tain
of

9«1 glove*.

ΚΟΚ l'A LUS AND FERNS

Λ tableau ·ιι u! ol c-istor oil pouted
tli.· ι r>umj i.r und tbe root* of palm»
sn<i fern*, once a month, will give them
look
ι r.tpid growth and tuake them
fresh and green.
on

Bolster Co.

Dayton

Ν.

sun-

dried, quartered and strung dried

apples at 5c per pound in exchange
for goods at our store.
seven

hogsheads good

old fashioned, sweet, pure Molasses.
The "kind that's all Molasses" at
50c per

gallon.
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

W

ο men

quality.
style
equal
agents for Paris and Norway.

W. 0.

wax

to

imootb and clean tbe flatirone, especialy if they have been heated ovei an open·
lame stove or if the starch lias been
poorly made and sticks to tbe irons. A
is a disc-shfped pad
new iron-cleaner
with a surface of wax corrugated in
honeycomb 'asbion, instead of being solid and smooth. The wax lasts well and
costs fifteen cents a cake.
TO TEST A

CAKE

When baking s cake, remove tbe pan
carefully irotu the oven and hold to tbe
If it atili "sings" put it back to
i-ar.
bake a little longer. When done it will
This is a sore test.
not "sing."
TO TRY OUT LARD

To try out lard or tallow, instead of
cutting it in tbe old-fashioned way with
cut* knife, put it through tbe sausage
ler which cuts it very fine and very

quickly.

TO CLEAN

POTS AND PANS

A wire sink brush is tbe best thing
with which to clean pans and kettles.
the

and

Sole
I

Frothingham,

linoleum every day with

clean water. Use as little water M possible, but bave it clean. About once a
week go over it with tbe mop dampenod
with kerosene.

used to cook tbe oat*.

Cooking dUbew

which are very much
«tuck up with dried-on food, may be
quickly cleaned by invertiog over a dint)
of boiliog water for a lew minute*. Uau tlly a very short time will suffice for
the most obstinate article.
TO REMOVE INK SPOTS FROM CLOTH

It is said that ink spot· may be removed from wash fabric· in tbe followlowing manner: Dip the spots in melted tallow and when the tallow is worked
out, the ink will bave disappeared.

SEWING
MACHINES.

WHEN MAKING MUSH

When cooking corn meal mash,
wire egg-beater for stirring and
will be oo lumps.

use

a

there

FOB JUICY PIE FILLING

Send for Catalogue.

CO.,

South Paria.

À King Kineo Range Free !

A straw, such as is used at soda fountains, cut in two and stood upright In
the center of a rhubarb or berry pie
when baking, will allow tbe steam to escape and prevent the juice running over
tbe edge.

Recipca.
KECIPE FOR CHEAP LAYER CAKE

One egg, one-half cap sagar, one cup
cream, oue teaapoonful soda, one
teaspoonfal ο ream tartar, a little salt
and one and one-halt cups floor. Flavor.
Bake In a moderate oven.
Pilling: Two cap· pulverized sugar
wet with sweet cream, one-fourth teaspoonful lemon and ooe-foarth teaspoonful vanilla. Spread on top and between
layer·. Sprinkle top of cake with cocoa
nut.
sour

MOCK MUSHROOMS

Tbe next time you cannot get mushrooms for frying with beefsteak,
oat
•mall radishes io'o thin siloes and fry
them as the mushroom·. Though tbey
do not taate exactly the aame, they are a
good aubatitate and give the meat a deliciou· flavor. Small button radishes
cooked In a sauce each as i· used for

The person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement, out from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, NORWAY,
on or

free

a

before Tuesday, Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 P. M., will reoeive
No. 8-20 King Kineo Range valued at $60.00.

Included in the above, for each

25 cents from either
S. J. RECORD & SON,

purchase amounting

to

HOBBS* VARIETY STORE or
a
receipt or coupon will be given valued as 5 of the advertisement)*·
counted as such in the final couut.

to

\

One day os 1 vu entering a court
I met a lawyer coming oat

lorn*thing in my appearance attracted

I knew very well what
1 t waa, for from childhood I had been
ised to exciting the attention of all
It was not I. but a bead
1 vbo mw me.

In tbe courtroom as a witness.
When 1 ap|>eared I found that I was
What
vanted in a trial for murder.
grunt, saying:
, istuulshed me was thai the accused.,
"We can't avoid fate, which is much
ivho was η very res|iectnl»le looking more liable to strike than to coddle us.
tbe same In tbe first case It does no good to
nan. possessed a head of hair
•olor ns ray own.
grumble, mid In tbe second It does uo
In either event we
I was placed beside bim. and a wo- good to wonder.
was
nan who was giving testimony
must accept what she bas In store
'
;alled upon to say which of the two. for us."
was the man
accused,
the
or
nyself
j The set-ret came out In time. Mr.
She
she had seen kill lier husltnnd.
was taken 111 and sent for
1 Marston
ex
I went and.
ooked us both over with a puzzled
me to come to see him.
i
jresslon aud liunlly pointed to me.
when usbered Into tbe bedroom wbere
The incident produced quite u sensa- be lay. stood transfixed with astonishtion In court and naturally tilled me ment.
He bad been 111 two months,
■

un aulay be. his bulk could not stop
Yet the significant fuct re
tmoblle.
tains that he Is not run down.

Bui war's Deafness.

vaulty Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytquite hl» equal lu tbut rethe
pect There was u medium by
of
aine of Home. who lu the course

îous

un.s

arious books. Home was particularly
by Charles Dickens. who apall tbe hard uamcs of
1 plied to bim
Mr. Bigelow
could think.
1 rhlch he
Bulwer
* nee remarked to Dickens that

of I
I was not within a thousand miles
j
where the"deed was doue.
The only feature «bout the mun (
whose acquittal I had secured th:it
died itself on my memory was his
tiulr. He wus between thirty-live ntid
Torty. while 1 was not more than twenty. Being in limbo, be hud uo opjtor-,
saved
tunity to thank me for buviug
him from the gallows, where he would
bave gone bud it not been for the sinillurity of our hair, but 1 noticed him
1 I
at me with great interest.

( Lisliked

lad faith in the medium. "Ob. yes."
Jickens replied, "but you see Bulwer
bave it
s deaf and does not like to
'Ho
1 emarked; so Home would say.
and Bulwer
J ou bear those nips?"
1 trould say. Ob. yes. I heard them per
' ectly.' "—Bookman.
A Modern Aesop.
As a Venerable Boa Constrictor wan
< ibout to Narrate Some Reminisce we**
>f his Youth, a pert young Chimpanzee
■emarked thnt "Snake Stories were ati

looking

lid not live in the place where he bad
been tried and left it as soon as I bud
proved an alibi. So I did not see anything more of bim.
Twelve yearn paused, years that had

Lobater Newburg are alio palatable.
SOFT MOLASSES

GINGERBREAD

Two-third· of a cap of molaHsea, ooe
cup of hot water, ooe teaspoonfal of
•ode dissolved in the hot water, onehalf cap of lard or any kind of shortening, one large teaspoonfal of salt, spices
of all kinds. Add enough floor to mix
well, bat be carefal not to get too much
M it will make It tough. This I· deli·
oioua when served immediately after

baking.

MEAT SALAD

The left-overs from roaat beef, veal or
fowl make excellent salad if finely chop-

be ped or gronnd, seasoned with chopped
oelary, salt and pepper, and mixed with
*4* »
good salad dreealng.

ziness.

Scanty, painful,

tloo.

Per

Literature."

Value of Humor.
Tbe man wbo becomes a humorist is
Ihe man who contrives to retaiu a certain childlike zest and fresbneas of

mind aide by side with a large aud
fender tolerance. Cornbill Magazine

and during bis Illness bad ceased to
do HO.
"It Is time," be said to me. "tbat I
let you ktiow the reason why I have
helped you." It is because some twenthe
ty years ago 1 would have suffered
Tor
deuth of η felon had It not been
who also bad red
you. A third person,
a
hair like yours and mine, committed
murder. I would have been identllled
for
as the murderer bad it not been
with the
your opportune appearance
same or a like shade of hair as the
You deserve no credit for
other two.

ment that I was sure I would receive
curt refusal and was about to turn
away when be lifted bis ayes and saw
His gaze was first fixed on my
me.
bend, then was directed to my countenance. There was nothing for me to
do but approach him and make the
s

°<lfn

Birmingham Age Herald
JAIN IN BACK AND RHEUMATISM
Torment thousands of people daily.

h-..j

tread that m ike-ι people feel the race
It U very often the
rit h poverty.
for terrapin and quail oo toast.

itrug^ïe

usual request.
"I've
"I'm hunting a Job." 1 Baid.
been hunting one for months. Indeed.
I'm so run down financially that I'm
ready to work for a song."
I received no reply for awhile. The
man sat staring at me with a strange
look in his eyes, and I suspected that
be was thinking of something else
Without waiting for his answer I was
turning away when he stopped me.
"What can you do?" he asked.

"Any ordinary work."
"Tour name?"
I gave it to him. and. taking ap a
check book, be wrote a check for $50

payable to my order and banded it to
I looked at It damfounded.
me.
"1

hnvun't

Mrn«d

anvthins vet-" 1

stammered.
"You look tired and hungry," was
the reply.
"Report here tomorrow
morning and you shall bare a job."
I wan no need to attributing my miefortune* to the color of my hair that
I now luid my good luck to the same
1 bud an Idea tbat the man'·
cause.
nctlon had something to do wltb the
contrast between the glossiness of his
raven locks and the disagreeable redof mine.
ness
Probably bis bad

WOULD MAKE THEM BETTER IF
THEV COULD
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills brought him good fortune as mine bad
enow that tbey have absolutely the best
brought me misfortune and made him
lombination of curative and healing
At any rate, this was
sorry for me.
ail·
nedtcloea for kidney and bladder
1 could put
neots and urinary irregularities that it fbe only Interpretation
That is why Fo upon it
β possible to produce.
I found it very easy to cash his
ey Kidney Pills are the best medicine
S. E.
or the purpose you can buy.
check and spent a part of it in buying
iewell & Co., Paris. A. E. Shartleff Jc a good dinner. The next morning 1
Jo., South Paris.
reported myself to Mr. Marston—such
law
With wisdom buoyant and serene
And then they shuddered when tbey

his name—and after a brief conversation, during which be questioned
me wltb a view to learning what line

Just what the lawyers made it mean.
Star.

perhaps I had better try several dif-

was

a

saw

of work I would

-Washington

prefer,

be said tbat

ferent departments successively in orto learn for which I was best
adapted.

Ala. F. L. Willis suffer
id greatly from asthma and bronchitis,
le writes: "I got no relief until I took
'oley'a Honey and Tar Compound. It
mtirely removed those choking sennaions, and never failed to produce an
ia«y and comfortable oondition of the
hroat and langs.M S. Ε Newell A Co.,
'aria. Α. Ε Sburtleff A Co., South
'aria.

Birmingham,

der

My

advancement wltb the Marston

i-ompaay was somethlug extraordinary.
I had not been with the concern a
month before 1 was placed in charge
of a department
XVre were em-

ployees who represented various hold-

A WOMAN'S DAY
It begins early, and ends late. It is full
of work from sun rise to bed time. Being
constantly on her feet, the often has
kidney trouble without knowing it. She
baa backache. It is hard for her to get
up in the morning, she is so tired and
worn out. She does not sleep well, has
poor appetite and is
nervous. Her bladder
gives her trouble too.

will cure all that,
and make her again
STRONG, WELL and VIGOROUS.
Get Foley Kidney Pills at the nearest
drug store and START TAKING THEM
TO-DAY. They cost less than the doctor
—·

and do more. The genuine Foley Kidney
Pills are sold only in the yellow package.

!

j

j

was an

A. E.
8. E.

odd man and had an odd way

A MAKER OF HEALTH

LINIMENT
Countless thousands
of families have found
it to be the surest and
remedy for
uts, Wounds, Sore
Throat, Bowel Complaint—internal and
external ailments.

generally adopted

Suickest

Ôie fobbere' simple plan. "That they
should take who bave the power and
they should keep who can." Therefore. King Arthur gathered men of no
ble Instincts about Ills round table and
made them kulghts to go forth, not
to concilier territory or markets or win
spoils, but to redress wrongs, to defend the weak, especially womanhood,
in »h«. nnlrit nt the cross.
TIipv were
"knight* without fear and without reproach" who touk King Arthur's until.

IN USE OVER

103 YEARS

tom of it

Jo., South Paria.

played

I was a hard and efficient

other employees wbo worked as hard and as efficiently as I. The matter was more a
mystery to me than to the others, for

worker, but there

Hamlet

Chorus—Did you bave a long run?

Dutch comedian—About three milea.

were

keep the bowele regular

1.8. JOHNSON A CO., lira.
λ
Boston, Mas·.

"Have you a piece of cake, lady, to
give a poor man who basn't bnd a bite
for two day· Γ
"Cake?" echoed the woman In surprise. "Isn't bread good enough for

Best Bread— |]
and More of It

I*

of a concern managed by
one man power are used to seeing that
man take very sudden and Inexplicable fancies among those wbo serve

tmployees

(ORE BOTTLES SOLD EACH TEAR
It is easy to understand why an
reasing number of bottiea of Poley'a
looey and Tar Compound la aold year· him. While I was filled with wonder,
y. Thomas Verran, 286 Edward St.,' my fellow workmen were simply playlongbton, Mich., givea an excellent! big an ordinary game to pull me down
eason when he writes: "Foley'a Honey
nd Tar Compound bas always proven and bnUd ud themselves.
I had not been with the concern long
η effective remedy, quickly relieving
lokling in the throat, and stopping tbe when Mr. Marston aaked me to dine
with
no bad after rffeota."
S. E. at his bouse. It was evident the moough
leweil A Co., Paria. A. 8. Sburtleff A ment I
his bom· that I

in-1

!o., South Parla.

|

wu aa

appeared at

object

great latent Μα.

—the lightest, finest,
whitest bread and

my

[*

Tar and Puthiri.
Tar and feathers are not a peculiarly
Richard the
American punishment
Lion Hearted first proclaimed this punishment It was when be was setting
out for the third crusade that he gave
warning that "a robber who shall be
convicted of theft shall have bis head
cropped after the fashion of a champion. and boiling pitch shall be poured
thereon, and the feathers of a cushion
■hall be taken out on him, so that he

try-

—

that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.
Tell your grocer that

nothing will suit you but

placcd by

dreamed

composed

J.

the 'sppy Hamericsn girl, me lud?

J.

Nothing of worth or weight can be
achieved with α half mind, with a faint
heart and with ■ Is me endeavor.-Bar-

County

row.

Youth Is the opportunity to do aom»
thing and become somebody.—Monger.

Stanley

July

-Poet

give
good protection
1

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine.

SALE

Ι·

■

■

■

NO. 305. NEARBY 135-ACRE FARM.

wood
Forty acres all ni;icli ne mowing, 35 acrée
aoil timber. CO acre spring watered panture: orHaldwlns
varletlc-,
trees,
2ΛΟ
of
chard
apple
red*.
>
green Ir g.., orange pocs, mackintosh me·!, pine,
Cuis 30 tons Imy; rtplcntlld growth
a
new
also
plot of one-half
plenty of hard wood;
acre to ► trawber.ics, one-ha'f /.ere to rasplierIncluded all
tree*.
ami
r en, iilum». pear
peach
: One nearf.-iiiuIiijc tools, carts ami wagon*, viz. h<.r*··
rake,
eu
k<
plow,
machine,
new
mowing
ly
fork onecultivator*, harrow*, rakea, iar*.e hay
Annie N. Ilaniiaford 1 ite of I'cru,
bone farm wagon with rac k, («-Ides other lm- petition that Charles (ί. Delano or
nt·» ; several torn of hay, *U head of cow*, suliabl·' p rxon be appointed a» admlidstr
plçni
of woo<l.
heifer* ami young >1* k ; several cord*
of the estate of eald ileceased pre-ented
il wood floor* on
Sp endld 'Iwellin»*, wl h ha
Delano, a brother an·! heir.
lirai II.»or,
ρ to-iate pmtry, large spacious
all bull·!·
e
Marianna DcConter late of Buckil
room* In bost comlltluii, wa'er piped to
ami •3C:tee<l; will an·! petition for probate t! >·<ί
Ing* from never-falling spring, vegetable
with
t*
ex·
t
comic
the
cad
Dwelling
prefented bv (.harlee K. DeCoatcr,
open r.· liar, bulk·
four-tail stable, *hcathel, carriage uouae, barn therein name·).
40x.Vi feer, tie-up for twe vc head, ello, burn eel
Emina J. Kimball l ite of Norw.
15x30 feet.
lar, Ice house and creamery, hennery
Une •leased; will an·! petition for probate
ItulMlngs on ar. élévation commanding a
U
decldThin
presette>l by Eugene K. Smith, the cx>
view of the Ρ reel .entlM range.
therein rame<l.
C'lly a very desirable farm. Sickness compels
fi· M,
owiertosell.
Albert A. Merrill late of I'
t .u
You make no mistake about this fan). i3,(XH>. ceased; will and petition for pr··· at··t
-on
Vir.l
the appointment of Clan Λ
Send for Catalogue.
otteraultable person as ιΊπι ni trator with Uh
hr:t \ Merrill, a
will annexed preeente M.y
Tiie Dennis Pike Real Estate

Agency,

NORWAY, ME.

sitter and heir.

l u'.·.
TiUell· A· Billing* île
ater-i inh>
petition for dctermluat' oi
WOTICK.
Orln
a
I)
Herrlck, ad
she | ance tax pr-saented by
The subscriber hereby give* notice that
mtulstratrlx.
the !
ha* I een «July appointed administratrix of
I
estate of
(■eorge Milllken late of Mir·.·
/
CHOMAS W. WILMS, late of Pari*,
«îcond account presented f r al. *
ami
given
deceased,
Henrietta M Clemens, administraitlx
In the '.ounty of Oxford,
All persons having \
bonds as the law direct*.
EMU Ddaao lato Of Canton, dee.
demands agaln»t the estate of said deceased arc
for a .·.*■:.
desired to present the same for settlement, and ind ilnal aecoint presented
M attic K. Glover formerly II utile Κ. I
make
nayto
are
thereto
Indebted
requested
all
mlnletratrtx.
ment Immediately.
JULIA L. II. WILLIS.
«
2l41' 1!'13'
Carl W. If aye· of Parts, min
43
account presented for allowance l<y
Emmons, guardian.
5ÎOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
Jacob Thompaon late of IVlraii>
the
of
administrator
been duly appointed
rtrst account presented for allowan. e
A. Karnum, trustee under the will of
estate of
Ί
DOROTHY ESTHER GROSE, late of Sumner, Thompson for the benefit of llenjai
In th County of Oxford, dtccased, and given son.
ΛII
having
directs.
law
the
persons
ai
bonds
Daniel T. French late of Brow
demands Hgaln-t the estate of said deceased
•eased; petition for order to ;listrlt»ut
are desired to pre ent the same for settlement,
to
make
tod
remaining tn Ms h in Is presented by W
ana all ln<Icljte<l thereto arc rcuue
Perkins, administrator.
payment lmme'llately.
°
Rose.
D·
G
EOBGK
2Ut'19U'
Thnnui P. Illeli late of Oxford, le. .·.<
flrst account presented for allowance l>y I.
3. Wright, administrator with the will am.» :■
Sheriff's Sale
Ebm Harloiv late of Canton, decease ι. *
and petition for probate thereof présente·!
STATE OK MAINE
John M. Harlow, the executor therein name·!
October JOth, A. D. I -13 I
County of Oxford sg.
Miclielr Larorgni late of Canton, de.
«•I ; will and petition f· r probate t >ereof and f
of October. A. I)
Twentieth
.lay
Taken thl*
II'1
appointment of Lorenzo W. I.avorgna or
1 ), on exei utlon dated October Ninth, A
other suitable person as administrator with d.·
191 f, I* ued on a judgment rendered by the Su
will annexed of the estate of said deceased pr
of
York,
preine Judicial Court, f r the County
Hcnted by Madalena Lavorgna, widow.
■it the term thereof begun and held on the Third
on
the
wit:
I».
Α.
to
Iui3.
Tuesday of Septenr er.
Ferdinand P. Macomber late of Dlxfle·
in
Twenty-sixth «lay of September, A. I). 1913. In deceased ; petition for an allowance out of per
favor of VVlllliim II. 1'emlcxtcr of Cornl*h
sonal estate presented by Cora M. Macomber,
the County of York and State of Maine, again-t wlilow.
Mabel II. Stanley of lllram In the < ountv of OxAmir C. Cole late of Ullead, deceaaed; tir
ford and State of M di.e, for Klvc Hundred and
Six Dollar* and Ten Cent* debt or damage, and account presented for allowance by A. J. I!
suit
of
cost
Sixteen Doll ;r* and Fourteen Cents
erts, trustee
and will be sol I at public auction on the premB. IIKRRICK, Judge of salH
ises In ea'd lllram, to the highest bidder, ou the ADDISON
A true copy—attest :
Α. υ. 1913, at
Twenty-Second .lay of November,
ALBERT D. PAKK, Ft. J :
de«4Λ
the
following
I en Ο clock In the forenoon,
scribed real estate ard a I the right, title and Inand
ha*
Stanley
II,
Mabel
said
tcrest which the
Decision.
ha-ι In and to the fame on the Twenty Third .lav
The subscrll>ers, the Selectmen
of April, A. D. 1913, at eight oVock In the fore
of
P. C. Klckctt ami ·*
the
apllcatlon
noon, the time when the same was attached on
I to lav out a town way In said town, I···.
the writ In the a me suit, to w it a certain lot or
Street
Main
the
running through w t
situ-1
parcel of land with the bull.ilnge thereon,
at a point between the store
ated In falil lllram and bounded and described Village,
I'ost
Otlice building In .-;tld
au.I
the
Smith
Hunt-1
C.
lute
the
Henry
a* follows: known aand I ,'arls Village and ending at the river, t·».
rcss homestead farm; «aid land I* bounded
s.'ven days notice ot our Intetillon to
folIn
the
described
given
and
as
bounded
described
and stnted in said noil·'· it.
;or said
lowing <!ce<le to snld Henry C. Huntress, to wit 1er mln!, purpose,
by posting said notice In two pul
wairanty deed fiom Nathaniel W. Adams, dated' \
Hnd In the vicinity of lb·
town
in
said
oxford
places
March iflth. A. D 1S70, and reconled In
the Post Ofllce and
l)l8lllctl Reglatry of Meeds, Hook 59, proposed route, to wll—at
in said town on the secou 1
Shaw's
CfV.r"
A
store,
Κ
Karn-I
Emery
Page 55», warranty deed from Elbrldge and re
Λ.
D
1913, and having met at
day of October,
ham, dated December 31st, A. D. 1*79
the time and place appointed for that purpose,
coMed In said Itcgl-try of Deeds, Book 77 l'air.·
ml
hating personal y examine ! the route pro
241, warranty .led from Calvin Κ Itonne",
that there Is not anv
I). 1m;5, and reconled In itosrd are of the opinion
.late I August l.'th.
for a new town way tor the use of nai l
..eca-loi.
war
IJ4
«1.1 K'gls'ryof I'eeds, llook 30, I'ag,·
now
we
and
ι.»
town
proposed,
hereby report our
rsntv oe I from K.lwar.l It. Cole, .iate.l Februt
In said Itegl*. decision, with regard to said road, refine
ary ,th, A. D. 1959, amt recorded
to lay out the
also
refuse
and
said
deed
petition
grant
try "f jjeeds, Hook 42, Page 31. warranty
town way as prayed for.
from William A. Huntress, dated duly 15th A
(ilven under our hands tills eighteenth day ·;
I). INiJ. and recorded In Mild Hegbtry of Pee.Is.'
Α. I». 1913.
iwok 4., Page 21. warrant/ -teed irom William October,
and
Λ.
Inj2
I).
29th.
C11AKI.KS W. BOWKKR, ) Selectmen
Huntress, Muted November
of
A. ELBOY DEAN,
recorded In said Regbtry uf Deeds, Hook 47,
J
) Paris.
FRANK A. PARKAR,
22. and warranty deed from Horace A.
fjfe
Ike and Krvln W. Plite, date'l January 1Mb, 42 44
Λ. I» 1«W and r.cordci In sai l lb glstry of
Deeds, H»ok .15, Page toi, meaning and Inte ding to describe all the land owned by -aid llenrv
The subscriber hereby gives notice tli.v
C. Hunt:ess In said lllram at Id* decease.
hait been duly appointe! administrator
KHhD I. WIIITON, Deputy Sheriff
Mate of
43 45
CHAKI.OTTK W. Il ιι.ι., late of Wood-t··
in the County of Oxford, deceased, an !
>

■

bonds a.i tlic IUW directs. ΛII period- In ν
mds against the estate of said <tt <.
leslrad to pneent the aarne f.ir settli
ill Indebted thereto ara raque ··
nent lrmnc<IIntuly.
CIIA KI.K- ι. nil
1013.
Oct.

—

m

Ugly Hair
oilier wine lovely

43

2Ut,

4«

I

NOTICI

Tlie

subscriber hereby *.·
ouly appointed a'in

teen
;ale of

PAIN Κ IIASIv KM., I«te οι
In the County of Oxford, deer.ι
All
bolide as the law direct*.
r.
lemands against the estate of
it
»r·· desired to present the name for
art;
mil all Indebted thereto
requeste I t,
l>ayment Immediately
EDWARD I.. Ι1Λ8ΚΚ
'•tt .'1st, 1313.
43 45
■■

-<

beauty. Very eisy to apply—simply
■ jirinkle a little on your hair each time

rich

It coniaitiH nn oil,
before brushing it.
and will nut change ibe color of tbe
hair, nor darken gray hair.
To ke>'p your hair and scalp dandruff
free and clean, use Harmony Shampoo.
This pure liquid sh tmpoo gives an instantaneous ilcb lather that immediately
penetrates to every part of the hair and
scalp, injuring a quirk and thorough
cleansing. Washed oil just as quickly,
the entire operation taking only a few
Contains nothing that can,
moment·.
harm the hair; leaves no harshness or
stickiness—just a sweet smelling cleanliness.
B<>th preparations come in odd shaped,
very ornamental bottles, with sprinkler
tops. Harmony Hair lieautifier, $1.00
Both guaranHarmony Shampoo, 50c.
teed to satisfy you in every way, or your
Sold in this community
money back.
only at our store—The Rezall Storeone of the more than 7,000 leading drug
«tores of the United Slates, ( anada and
Great Britain, which own the big Harmony laboratories in Boston, where the
many celebrated Harmony Perfumes and
Toilet Preparations are made.—Chas. H.
Howard Co., "Tbo Rexall Store," South
Parle, Me.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby glvei notice that he
been iluly appointe·! adnihil-tratur of tin
late of
KM Μ Λ Λ. DAVIS, late of WW!*!.- k.
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, .«η·Ι gl·
"jonds a» the law directs. All |κτ.-· «- lisvlu,
demands afraln.it the estate of nal I
nt
•ire desired to present the same f>
anil all Indebted thereto arc reque
■

])ayment Immediately.
UONKLf.oc. l'\\
21st, 1013.

Oct.
«3 45

NOTICE.
i'
The subscriber hereby give* not!
has been duly appointed adndnl-ir i·:*
estate of
V
JOHN M. I.UDDKN, I te of l»cr
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased,
All
law
directs.
bond· as the
perron
demaivis aKaln.it the estate of said dei
desired to present the same for sett
hll Indebted thereto are requested to
inent

Immediately.

Oct. '21st, Γ.ΙΙ3.
is-tr»

.ΙΟίΚΙΊΙΚΝΚ

I.l

I

WOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice t
I. >
lias lieen duly ap|ioliitc<t executor of t.'.i
will and testament of
k,
Woodstoc
of
GKOUCK VV. Willi max, late
v«
tn the County of Oxforl, deceased, and *1
All persons havlng
bonde as the law directs.
defeated
demands against the estate of said
for settle
same
arc desired to present the
are requested t<
ment, and all Indebted thereto
Immediately.
make psvment
FRED 11. WHITMAN
Oct. ".'lit, l'.)13.

43<5

NOTICE.

ths: <
The subscriber hereby gives notice
of
has been duly appointed administrator
(state of
LUCIEN W. KOSTKK, late of I'arls,
In the County of Oxfonl, dcceaecd, Ml
'm.·
All person*
bomls as the* law directs.
!
demande against the estate of said de··'*
settle
for
i.re desired to present the same
are
thereto
requerte
all
Indebted
ami
inent,
make tiayment Immediate)»
CI.ARKNCK K. KOSTKu
Oct. 21st, 1011.
43 45
<

hereby given that the State Highway |
Commission will meet at ( hainber of Commun:' |
rooms, Rumfonl Kails, at » λ v., Satunlav, Noverni er 8. for the purpose of hearing all parties
Interested In the question of whether or not the
following state highway shall be designated as a
state highway :
STATE HIGHWAY "O."
Prom Auburn paatthe easterly shore of Lake
Auburn, thence through Turner, Hrettun's Mills,
Clinton, OlxfleM, Rumfonl Kail··, Rumfortl CenNOTICE.
e
ter, ilaoover, Newry, Grafton, Upton to the New |
The subscriber hereby gives notice thai
state line.
Hampshire
executor of the i»»t
All kinds of insurance
The commission excludes In the designation of tas been duly appointed
of
the above all bridges over 12 feet Id length, and will and testament
IIKNJAMIN 8. IIOLDEV, late of Sweden.
r serves the light, as required In «cctlon 13,
W. J Wheeler & Co.
deceased, snd given
eh .pier ISO, P. I.. 191.3, to iietermlne what por- In the County of Oxfonl,
All persons having
directs.
tlun of the highway above describe·! lies within I otnls as the law
of said dceea-d
estate
M.
After
the
demands
against
i, 1913,
the compnct portions of an ν town In ■ xcess of1
: are deslicd to pre· ent the same for settlement,
Wheeler will be taken into the rirm 2,500 Inhabitants through which such highways and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make
extend.
Immediately.
of W.
Wheeler & Co.,
Maps showing tbe location of the above «le-1 1 avment
NK1) Ν. IIOI.DKS
Oet 21st, 1013.
scribed highway may bo In-pectc·! at the bear :
or prior 11 that time at the office of tbe State ; 4145
Ing
of W.
Wheeler, Margaret A. Highway Commission, In Augusta,,or at the t
office of the chairman of the commission, 2511
Wanted.
Baker, Stanlry M Whefler.
Spring St, Portland, Maine.
that
All the Fur Coats, Mets aud Muffs
The commission desire the public to umler-1
of Oxford
We thank the
stand that the above 1* a tentative description. reed alteration, reparian or new lining,
for past favors and solicit only. The commission welcomes suggestions as
Alao new fur garments made
other routes, and will give all such sugges-1 at once.
modcontinuance of same and shall con- to
to order. Work done by experte at
lions careful considération.
Ltmah H. Nblson, Chairman,
tinue to
them our best efforts,
erate prices.
Phillip J. Decking,
and a
Mubi'HY's, Cor. LisboD, and A*b Sis.,
William M. atkb,
square
Lewiston, Maine,
U
business deal.

INSURANCE.

night James, that I bed plenty or
money! The Valet (eagerly)-An' *oo

$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

I.».
ΡΗΟΒΑΓΕ
of the estât»
To all persons interested ln eltn
hereinafter namcil :
At a Probate Court, he'.d at !' ir'
for the County of Oxford, on
1
if October, In the vear of our I
thi
line hundred and thlrt·■■
wΙημ .ater
having been presented
Iierelnafter indicated, It Is hereby < ικνκιικι»:
That notice thereof be given to nil ι» -n
(.·>
teretted, by earning a copy of thi»
lubllshed three week* sucee--!ve:y u.
',οτΛ Democrat, a newspaper pui.ll ...atParte, In said County, that they n ay
it .1 Probate Court to be he M at ill l'a
;he thlnl Tuesday of Nuvctn i-r, Λ. 1). I t:,
aim of the clock In the forenoon, ami t-e t,·
:he«»nn <f they see cause

ESTATE

Notice Is

last

was

digestible pas·

—cake and biscuits and

Itl— Pllegende Blatter.

ι moodily*-I

η

U

everything else you bake
yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour

don't aay sol Who would have thought

Logical Conclusion.

loaves to every
sack—
—the tenderest, flakiest
more

and most

and

Economical

ΝΟΊ

How often you new an
face spoiled by homely hair—» free tb.n
would be most charmingly beautiful if
she only had prettier hair. What a pit) !
—and how foolish ! Liecaute thai ugiy
lifeless looking
stringy, dull,
hair,
though it may be, cm be made as glossy,
;ih the heart
beautiful
Hoft, Milky and
conld desire if only lak< η prope. c ire of
Harmony Hair Iieaiitifier îh j'uhI what
It is nut
it is named—a hair beautiUer.
a hair dye or hair oil—i' in just a d linty,
rose-perfumed liquid dreeing to give
the hair it» natural gloss and brightness,
Its natural wavy softno-»*, iIh natural

asked:

Lord Nota sent

FOR

High grade

South Paris,

But

Parsons' Pills

An Anniversary.
A man may be rough looking and
yet bave η touch of sentiment about
him.
A ragged, ill kept looking man appeared at the door of a Providence
woman'· home, and lo a pleading tone

"Ordinarily, yee, ma'am. But this
birthday," explained the tramp
Harper's Magasine.

REAL

25c and 50c Bottle»

—Christian Herald.

jour

RoofiNG

Δ Lovely Face

Its lone-continued use is the highest
proof ol its merits. Sold everywhere.

good boneat medicine like Foley
Sidney Pilla givea health to many familea.
Mrs. 0 Palmer, 635 Willow St.,
Ireen Bay, Wis., waa seriously 111 with
year.
ildney and bladder trouble. Mr. Palm·
Though there was no satisfactory exAlso s Musical Sharp,
ir writea:
wife
ia
recover"My
rapidly
planation of all this, I knew tbat Mr.
to
her
health
aad
dne
Host (to caller)-What my daughter
solely
ng
strength
wbo
owned six-tenths of the
be use of Foley Kidney Pills." S. E. Marston,
played just now on the plsno was the
Jewell A Co., Paria. ▲. Ε. Sburtleff A stock of the company, was at the bot- overture from "Mignon" Caller-You
A

Purl*

ANODYNE

First British Mounted Police.
When the departure of the Roman
legions from Britain, as Tennyson tells
us. left men to do about .as they pleased in the absence of any adequate
government the roads were tilled with
robbery, and everywhere outside or
walled towns men

South I'urls

8I1UBTLEFF X CO.,
NEWELL A CO..

JOHNSON'S

of doing things.

MAINE.

45*'

3-2-44

ings of the stock of the company wbo,
shall be known."
seeing me jumped from one position
to a better one, conspired against ma
Something to Remember.
But with all their machinations they
Is the time to pitch In and
"Now
me.
found it Impossible to budge
now Γ said Norman Hapachieve—now,
Among other things they accused me
In · political address In New
of being the cruse of the loss of one good.
York.
of the best customers of the concern.
"Remember, my friends." said Mr.
The ver; next day I received an adHbpgood. "the present Is the future
vance In salary of a thousand dollars
from which you hoped so much."
a

"I sometimes wonder if life la worth
iving," mused the pesaimia*.
"It is," replied the optimist. "It is
rorth living muoh better than most of
is live it."

Aia,

Q*4y

me
me the cause of his preference for
he did not tell me. but ! can see advantages in it If I did not show my
lelf worthy it would be easier for him
to drop me out of the business or
leave me among the lower grades of
tmplo.vees. But. as has been said, he

PARIS,

PYEMIC

Tel. 35-3

an

1

J

[

-"■"ZÀ

|

A Hard Worker.
"la Dobbs a hard working manf"
"I guess you can call blm that Any
"—
kind of work seem» bard to him

comedian—I

constant, dead-tired

only

I think It wus the color of my
and to say to you that I shall not
liait- that told ugalnst me. On applyreturn to the management of the
again
whom
to
the
a
for
persou
ing
position
business. Fortunately for us both, you
and
bead
at
look
would
my
I weut
j
have shown yourself capable of mansimultaneously reply, 'There are no
1
aging a large business like thut of the
wherever
vacancies Just now." And
Marston company. 1 have decided to
tpplled I received the same reception,
one-twentieth of my holdings
l'lie consequence was thut from twen- give you
time of the capital stock of the company,
of
the
most
I
was
to
thirty-two
ty
for 1 think that the manager of a busi>>ut of employment.
a
ness should be interested in that busior
this
brought
end
the
Mut
period
with its shareholders, and. with
the
ness
before
'•hange. One afternoon Just
will
dosing hours of business I entered a the holdings of my family, you
At the
mercantile house and asked to see the ! be able to keep the control.
A gentleman election which comes off next montb
head of the concern.
I have no
with coal black hair, in which there you will be made president.
all concerned
was. despite his fifty years, not a sin- j doubt the interests of
bold
gle gray strand, sat at a desk In a pri- will be well served so long as you
vate office. So great was the contrast the office."
between bis and my own top adornWhy Mr. Mnrston so long kept from

American Literature.
American literature is on tbe whole
dealistic. sweet, delicate, nicely finish
id · · · The notable exceptions are
mir most stalwart men of geuius. Tbor
?au. Whitman and Mark Twain -John
ilbert Macy In "The Spirit of Amer

Dutch

frequent

urina-

this li cality.
Mrs. Joseph A. Woods, Summer St.,
for
Norway, Me., say*: "I am thankful
what Doan's Kidney Pills did for me. I
kidand
bad been annoyed by backache
I tried
time.
ney trouble fur a long
no relief until I
many remedies, but got
Two
began u»ing Doan'» Kidney Pills.
boxes helped me in every way. I alxo
wish to say that Doan'i· Kidney P>IU
cured my little son of kidney weakness
and made hi- health a gn at deal better."
The above is no' an isola't d ease. Mrs
«tie of many in this v ein
Woods is

liouie.

, (ou who has lhe Age on you.—Boston
| Herald.

>nce.

or too

A. W. WALKER &. SON,
SOUTH

Nervouinesa or a
feeling.
Avert the serious kidney diseases.
kidneys with j
Treat the weakened
Γ) >aii'e Kidney's Pills.
Â remedy especially for sick kidne>s.
Gratefully endorsed by residents of I

ignoble
having saved me from
ueatb, but it has given me no end of
pleasure and comfort to reward you
es
as the unintentional cause of my
I
not brought me succees.
yas thirty- cape. 1 have done it selfishly and for
world,
two and hud not u cent lu the
j
my owu satisfaction, not yours.
Neither had I wife or children oi
"I have sent for you to tell you this

iwful Boa," whereupon the Serpenl
1 lid him In his Tall Enfold, saying that
< sven
Monkeys had their Place In the

The legislator* pissed

Havej

—

expelled

«cm

Does

Duan's
it) who have gratefully endoittd
If your back ache»—if your kidnejs
once
ai
seen
not
bad
lawyer
I
with consternation. The
during wbicb period
bother ) ou, don't sin.ply ask for a kid·
called for the discharge of the prisoner, him.
His hair bad grown and for m y remedy
ask distinctly for Doan's
which was granted. As for me. I was about an Inch from his scalp was red Kidney Pills—the *atne that Mrs Wood*
at
Foster M I burn
50c all stores
and the same shade of red as my own. had.
required to prove where 1 had liecn
the time of the murder, and I had no tbe rest being black. It was evident Co Props Huff .ίο, S. Y.
llfflculty In substantiating the fact that tbat be bad been accustomed to dye it

eventful life held spiritualistic
jeetlnga In the United States. Engmd aud on the contiuent of Europe;
d

huu^iq

or

ι 10011

ay's

ιβο'ι aiwavH uiu

I would not bave been able
pacity
to bear this burden for any considerable period It was about tbls time that
I married, and Mr. Marston gave me
At the time of this gift I led
a bouse
the way for blm to tell me why be hnd
bo favored me, but he did not avail
blmself of It He turned away witb a

I gave It.
"Couie I14 here."
He led uie into an office and said someι hlug to a man «it a desk, who filled In
I
t 1 blank aud read me a subpoena.
vas order»·*! to be present that after-

le of the tide of truffle, with automoIles aud motorcycles and other veIdea passing them by dozens, scores,
und reds, thousands, and on holidays
There is nothing
ins of thousands.
from
> prevent any tmfllc |K>llcemun
plug crushed at any momeut of his
No matter how stout be
work

can

the
one
to be a fancy with him, and no

:

»ver questioned or discussed anything
People
Some South Paris
lie did. This gave no Inkling of tbe
to Get Eelief.
How
1
Learned
reason for my preferential treatment,
Worda for It bad begun before I bad bad a
< •f balr of a peculiar redness.
How many peoplu suffer from an ach< lescrlbe only color; they seldom sugchance to earn It
back?
ing
Mine
color.
vice
of
piesiIn two years I was made
ι ;eet an especial variety
How few know the cause?
1 raa of a
variety that few persona had ! iJent of tbe company, and Mr. Marston.
If it burta to stoop or lift—
The lawyer stopped who was getting tired of tbe business,
« Ter seen before.
If you suffer sadden, darting pains—
If yon are weak, lame and tired
»e with the words "One moment" and
began to throw a great deal of tbe re!
Suspec' your kidneys.
ι tood looking at me, turning something iponslbltlty be had theretofore taken to
signal.
Presently be said:
< iver in his mind.
himself upon me. I must have devel- Watch for nature's be
headache or dizThe first sign may
cabusiness
of
amount
certain
a
"Your name, please."
oped

would t>e the most dangerous potions conceivable- right in the mid

never sass a

a

' ils attention.

buy your

Machinery

Fall

Meals—Dyspepsia

oom

ns

Economy of Nature.
Moral.—You should

\

Now is the time to

DON'T HURRY OR WORRY

the In·

me,
enslty of ber gase at receiving
not
Follows.
rould have astonished me bad It
At
many »urwen that I bad received so
and time
all gave
A serene mental condition
irlses already. Tbe children
food is more
I was j ,o thoroughly chew your
interest
same
of
tbe
ivldence
the kind or
bad j mportant if anything than
rested aa affectionately as If I
food.
of
Wben I took < luality
uso
>een some dear relative.
Sufferers from indigestion should
to make their (
WE HAVE THE
ny leave. I was urged
'L. F." Atwood's Medicine.
and going
always
tome my home, coming
"My husband in years back
four
rlthout ceremony.
lad a very bad stomach, but in the
"L. P." At1 became auffldently friendly with rears that he has taken
able to eat any·
is
he
:
ask
Medicine
to
'a
vood
me of tbe beads of departments
bad
Nothing Better Made.
tbe i ;hing that he wants without any
llm one day what be considered
also."
children
it
to
my
I
<
iffects.
give
bis famMe.
.>ause of Mr. Marston's and
Mrs. Fred McComb, Foxcroft,
said
You can get a CORN or GRAIN BINDER any day; we
Jy's kindly treatment of me. He
bottle at the store.
for
cents
large
a
singular
35
was
very
raton
that Mr. Mo
if you have sarry them all the time, call and see us before buying.
A sample free by mail
Be had been accustomed to re
man.
it.
used
icver
concern
teardlng the employees of the
Me.
eudtor faithful and valuable service
'L. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland,
to wbat
reference
no
with
and
lenly
Backache Worry You Ρ
reward was given for. It seemed

By EDWARD C. ALSTON

8te«r Clear of th· Polios.
One thing that convicts careless au•mobile drivers beyond all else, snys
of
le New York Times. Is that none
iem ever runs uowu u traffle patrolHundreds und hundreds of blue
an.
Kite are ou crossing duty In New
ork every day of the year, and If
their uniley were not protected by
>rra their calling would be extra ha*·
rdous. They stand In what for civil

9D

Each Was Used as
Pawn by Fate

<

itlon when a chain or cord is suspendI between two points.—London Globe.

11

TO CLEAN COOK1NU DISHES

STANDARD

W. J. WHEELER &

<
*

place
directly
and if tlie stain does not disappear in a 1 ier that way.
few seconds, try another application.
ΓΟΚ CHILDREN THERE IS NOTHTO LAUNDER FLANNELS
ING BETl'ER
Never allow flannels to remain a long L
medicine for children must help
cough
while in water. After they are washed, J heir
coughs and oolds without bad efhang them out to dry as quickly as ροβ- ( ects on their little stomachs and bowels.
tible, ironing them with a moderately poley's Honey and Tar exactly fills tbio
hot Iron while they are still damp.
leed. No opiates, uo sour stomach, no
Stuffy
WHEN COOKING CEREAL
follows its use.
, obstipation
and
A few moments before serving rolled < olds, wheezy breathing, coughs
S. E.
roup are all quickly lie'ped
oAtu, add a cupful of swept milk and «tir
A
'lioroughly. You will tiad tbe cereal iewell Jk Co Paris. A. E. Shurtleff
Paris.
vory tuuch nicer tliau when only water Jo., South
ι»

Maine.

South Paris,

;

l'ut a few drops of lemon juice into
)on't be one of these sufferers when for
the white of an egg. If lemons are not
1 10 little cost yon can get well rid of the
will
water
alum
at band, a little
answer;
< ituse.
Foley Kidney Pills begin their
rub this mixture on tbe hands at night,
work from the very first dose,
tond
for
on.
is
It
It
letting;
{
dry
equally good
rhey exort to direct an action ou the
the face and neck.
(idneya and bladder that tbe pain and
STAINS
TO REMOVE SCORCH
orraent of backache, rheumatism and
To remove brown color caused by kidney trouble is soon dispelled. 8 Ε
take
a
heavy tfewell Λ Co., Paris. A. E. Shurtleff A
Kcorchlng when ironing,
t -wel, preferably Turkish, moisten and j Jo., South Paris.
lay the acorched parts between two folds
that way
A woman who dresses
of the damp towel. Now place a very
houldn't be shocked if tbe men look at
over the scorched
hot iron

Shoes

no

WAXER

it· need of

TO WHITEN TUK HANDS

Patrician

Have

FLATIRON CLSANKK AND

THE CARE OF LINOLEUM

'Phone, 19-21.

in

Usteu a bit of absorbent cotten to the
needle bar just above tbe needle. Many
nice dress baa been spoiled by oil dripping on it, and tbia is a sure preventive,

Mop

36 MARKET SQUARE,

For

tbe ιβ*·

To keep oil from dripping
iug machine after oiling tbe machine,

Ironing day bring·

Wish to buy 10,000 lbs.

We have

FOR TUK S Κ WING MACHINE
on

<

from Home as a nor
to a
erer; married twice, each time
tusslan lady of rank, and published

SAVING KID GLOVES

ece

<
*

so

about as difficult a line to draw as
bnt bow the Japem an has contrived,
Γ ise artists themselves succeed so well
reproducing it has never been exalned. Modern artists and writers
e In these unique and beautiful
irves a resemblance to the sagging
itllnes of the primitive tents used
of the Japres sgo by the forefathers
îese race, who dwelt on the burning
alns of China, but there does not aptar to be any evidence to support
The curve Is s
ich a conclusion.
itenary. the most beautiful perhaps
! all natural curves, formed by gravl-

ras

Notes.

A μ

carpenters can

Three Red
Heads

with which Japa-

larston's grasp of tbe hand,

people

good

>

